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Sunday is Stelday school day
at the Method* church in Mur-
ray and it is the desire' of the
pastor that you attend your
school Sunday,. This is also home
a 4
•??C` • • •
mission the next morning after
arriving there. I filed my corn•
mission, took the required oaths
and-immediately went to work
on a full docket. Have held the
Calloway arid - Lyon Circuit
Courts and go .to Trigg_ county
next Monday. With .but little
intermission I have been at work
in the faithful, and laborious ser-
vice of the people since my ap-
pointment.
As to the character of service
I have rendered, it is not becom-
ing in me to speak, but I can re-
fer to the attorneys, officers, ju-
rors and others in those courts
where I have presided. Igo con-
ducted the business as to put the
dockets in good condition, and
think gave general satisfaction.
-It was my purpose to be a can-
didate for the office, subject to
the action of the party authori-
ties of the democratic party.
The -democratic executive com-
mittee of this diritrict on the
-Augulk1916; loy its chair-
man, cayed a meeting to be held
t Eddyville the 29th of August,
to take some action in regard to 
nominating a candidate for cir-
cuit judge.
Pursuant to that call the com-
mittee met in the court house at
Eddyville at the appointed time.
Hon. Rainey Wells and myself
were the probable candidates.
He was called upon to express
his pleasure as to what method
the committee should adopt to
determine who should make the
race. Whereupon Mr. Wells,' in
a most able, eloquent and patri-
otic .speech, said among other
things that it was no time for
discord and party dissentions,
and urged harmony, and stated
that he had concluded not to be
a candidate and expressed his
willingness for the committee to
nominate me, which, according
to party law, it had the right and
power to do: and I, being the on-
ly remaining aspirant, the com-
mittee, in the exercise of its au-
thority and power, nominated,
me and awarded me the certifi-
cate of nomination.
And therefore I am before the
district as the accredited nomi-
nee of the'democrStic party fort
 circuit judge. I have never heldl
office before. I have long cher-
shed aspirations for the otliceof
circuit judge, and feel that my
experience and success as a law-
yer is a guaranty of my fitness
for the place. 1 have voted the
democratic ticket ever' since I
was a voter; have rejoiced in her
viczories and sorrowed in her de-
feats. I am proud of her illus-
trious history and devoted to her
immortal principles, which, to
the best of my ability, I §tiod,
ready to defe d anywhere; but
abovevarty ad partisan poli-
tics, I exalt truth, right and jus-
tice: and upon the bench I pros
pose to use what ability I have
to determine every question pre-
eented to me according to .those
great principles: I -shall. know
S
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president; 
tec; alocTie: JUDGE C. H. BUSH
president, and Mrs. Lois Water-
field, secretary. Mrs. Waterfield Issufs A CARD
is another one of Calloway's heit
teachers and will make a good
secretary. Another meeting of
this club wet be held friday
night Of thh; WW1 with a Wen-
did program announced. Attend
and enjoy the meeting.
Better farming and Improved
stock and greater prosperity are
taking hold on the minds of the
good people of Calloway. Let
the work well begun continue to,
gro* and expand. — W. e H. Fin.s
0,
LOSS SUSTAINED
Fire that was discovered Thu.
?Way morning about4o'clock la-
the Overby & Cleaver grocery
and hardware store almost com-
pletely destroyed the stock of
gods and damaged the building
to the extent of several hundred
dollars. The quick response of
the fire department resulted in
the building being saved from
further damage. The damage
to the stock of goods was due in
a great measure to -water.
The fire originated about the
center of the building and_ near
the stairway leading to the sec.
ond floor, and the general supp)-
sition is that it started among
• '" - a large number of cues of mat-_
--thee stored_ In that-section of
file house. As soon as the loas
Ii adjusted Messrs. Overby &
Cleaver will commence prepara-
tions for repairing the building
and will open for business again
as soon as possible.
The home of Joe Irvan in north
Murray was destroyed by fire
Saturday night at about 11:00
o'clock. Mr. Irvan had gone
.home from work and built a fire
lo heat bath water and after
bathing left for the home of
Kenneth Mathency to spend the
night, his family being away
from home. Soon after reach-
ing his destination the alarm
was given and when the depart-
ment reached the building it
was almosetotaily destroyed. All
of the contents Were also burn-
ed. The building and' household
goods were insured for $1,000.
His loss will reach several hun-
dred dollar----
ney, County Secretary.
To the voters of Calloway county
andf the Third Judicial_ Dis-
trict of Kentucky:
It is well known to you, the
Office of circuit judge in this dis-
trict was, on the 6th day of Au-
gust last, made vacant by the
'sad death of Hon, J. T. Hanbery,
who had presided with signal
ability and fairness for over six
years.
His death necessitated the ap-
ish= Neighborhood News. pointment of a successor, and 1
14 was appointed by the governor
We have had a fine rain which , to fill the vacancy until after the
Wits of great benefit.  next November election. In a
Most of the farmers are busy litewours after receiving notice
cutting tobacco, while othera of my appointment I went to
have not commenced to cut. Murray, Ky.. receiving my corn-
Mrs. Werth Byrd and daughter
are on the sick het. -
One Eldridge was called home
from Illinois Tuesday on account
of illness of his baby.
Flossie Neal is visiting home
folks this week.
;. R. Cooper had a fine filly
colt to die the past week.
Wiley Hughes and wife visit-
ed Tom Hughes last Sunday.
J. F. Darnall has bought Eslie
Johnson's farm.
Will Cooper and brother have
made some new molasses.
Earlie Youngblood has bought
Mr. John Wright's interest in
the store at Coldwater.
Mr. Rile Darnall is having a
well drilled.
J. B. Hurt and wife were the
guests of T; R. Cooper Sunday.
—Grasshopper.
Strike Order is Cancelled.
Washington, Sept. 2.— T h e
To More Orgar fled. threat of a general strike, which
The Calloway County Develop-
ment Association met in Pales- '
tine school house, near Hico, last
Friday and arganized the Pales-
tine Development Club by elect-
• ing Joe Clark, president; Eulous
Goodwin, vice president, and
Miss Beatrice Crisp, secretary.
Memberstof the association and
visitors were entertained by a l
class of Miss Crisp's pupils, who!
gave a very interesting play.
L Y. Woodruff was the speak-
er of the afternoon and made
very instructive talk on scienti-
fic farming and stock raising.
We predict for :Palestine one of
the most wide awake clubs in
the county, judging from the in-
terest manifestedsin.the organi-
tion.
The association met at Gun-
ters Flat at night of the same
date with the same speaker. and
another enthusiastic crowd of
ladies and men. The Gunter 'if
has been hanging like a pall ov-
er the country for months, lift-
ed tonight.
Three hours after the house
passed the Adamson bill without
amendment the heads of the four
railroad employes brotherhoods
telegraphed over six hundred
code messages to their general
chairmen in all parts of the
country; cancelling the strike or-
der issued a week ago.
The bill was passed by the sen-
ate by the vote of 43 to 28, al-
most a strictly/party vote, two
democrats, Senator Hardwick, of
Gebrgia, and Senator Clark, of
Arkansas, voting against the
bill; and one republican, Sena-
tor La Follette, of Wisconsin,
voting for it.
We are strong on red clover,
crimson clover, Gold Medal red!
top, timothy, winter turf oats'
and rye seed. See our line be- ,
fere you buy.—Sexton Bros. 973;
Kentucky National Guardsmen Ar-
riv• ed in El Paso, Texas, alonday.
El Pa.so, 'Tease, Sept B. =The dared fluit-b-e was well pleased
second and third infantry regi- with the camp location. The
merits of the Kentucky national first infantry was expected Mon-A i
guards reached'the border here day afternoon.
• Monday morning on special Letters to the third infantry
trains, and immediately went in- should be addressed to Tobin
_ _itia_camp on the mess* land be-Texas.
yond Ft. Bliss, where the tenth • — -
of the provisional division corn- Attend &Imlay School.
Posed of the Alabama, Tennessee
and Kentucky troops will be en-
camped.
Co'. Allen Guillion, formereap-
tain of the twelfth United States
infantry, held a reunion with
the officers of his old regiment department day. Dr. Moore will
who are encampedaer Ft. Bliss,. teach the home department class
only a mile from the Kentucky in the church Sunday morning.
camp • What say you, brother. pastors,
Col. Henry, commanding the let's have 15,000 in the Stmday
third infantry, reported a 
pleaselrHassell, Pastor. 
of Murray Sunday?-4.
east aed tmeveetful trip. and de- 
••
•
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•
no man, but endeavor to do right.
I appeal to you, fellow citizens,
for your support. I will try to
prove worthy of your confidence,
and never to jiivti yott seecaudon
to regret voting. for me. i want
to see u many of you as I can
before the election, but I cannot
possibly see you all, as much of
my time will hi liken up In
court attending to your busi-
ness, and therefore I appeal to
you, one And all, to come out and
vote for me.
I don't know whether I will
have opposition or not. I hope
i out' because I want to be per-
mitted to go on uninterruptedly
with the courts, as there is no
reason why I should not be al-
lowed to serve out the balance
of the-term. when I will do it as
the faithful servant and official
of all, fearlessly, conacientiously
and impartially. Respectfully,
Sept. 2, 1916. C. H. BUSH.
Marshall County News.
HOMES WANTED
FOR CtlitilliElt
To the citizens of Kentucky:
The work of the Kentucky
Children's Home Society has
grown to such an extent that we
find ourselves always overcrowd-
ed with children. We are ex-
tremely anxious to place our chil-
dren in good christian homes,
and in this connection we will
have an, exhibit of the Kentpcky
Children's Home Society at the
state fair this year, with rest
and lodging room for your ac-
commodation.
Our workers will be on the
grounds and will be only too glad
to escort you to the opme or they
will bring such children as you
are interested in to the fair
grounds for you to tke.
- - We have in the receiving home
Uncle Frank Ely celebrated 225 children of all ages, from ba-
his 78th birthday at his home ite-bies a few months old to girls
north Benton Wednesday. A and boys 12, 13 and 14 years old,
splendid dinner was served to When you realize that there are
about 100 guests, most of whom la) counties in the State and
were relatives. Notwithstand- there is only one agency to re-
ing the fact that Mr. Ely is al- ceive the destitute children, you
most totally Witid aedsdeerepit; will realize what a burden is up-
he was exceedingly jolly and the on us.
guests seemed to catch the same We are making an appeal to
sprint. Here's hoping that Un- the citizens Kentucky as we can-
cle Frank may preside at 25 not place our children in other
more of these annual feasts. 'states, and we hope that you will
The pulpit committee of the open your hearts and your homes
, Baptist church at this placiis in to these little children and give
Hardin today figuring with a man them a chance in sour homes.
for pastor here. We have been The success of our work has been
informed that Eld. J. P. Riley, due to the fact that so many of
of Calvert city, is the favorite our friends have taken the little
for this charge. ,children into their homes, and
Clete Lents was held to await now at the *beginning of the
'the action of the grand jury in fall season when the demands
Ws examining trial here Tues. from the counties will tre so
, day for the crippling of Burnett great, it is iniperitive for us to
tt.ire_gofrem which wounds Green_ _place aammber of our children
idjed. Bond was fixed at $300, in family homes.
!which he executed and was re- If you will take a 'child you
leased from custody. will find that you will have en-
Commonwealths Attorney Jack ough trouble and enough pleas-
E. Fisher and City Attorney Rob ure to compensate any effort you
Myre, engaged in a fist-cuff at may make end you will uncon-
the court house Tuesday over sciously and individually do a
some trival matter.
Rupert Parks, John Barnes,
Ed Nelson, Elmer Rowe, Jodie commonwealth.
and Terrell Vaughn, Charley -It is more blessed to give
Creason, Boss Cross and others than to receive," and to give a
went to Murray this morning to child a chance to become a good
play baseball in that burg. c ti7en is one of the highest priv-
Uncle James Boyd left for ileges that comes to a family.
Murray this morning where he Please think this matter over
will visit friends and relatives, and if you want to make applies-
He will go to Tennessee before tion for a child we will be glad
he returns, to take the matter up with you.
Mr. L Robertson, our efficient No family who has not the
town marshal, has ben appoint- highest moral standing need ap-
ed special officer at the stste fair ply for a chip. The work is non -
at Louisville, by thelabor in-
spector and contemplates leaving
on the 10th of September. This,
will be quite a little vacation to;
Mr. Robertson which he justly.;
deserves.
th-J M J
great work for the home and for
the future citizenship of our
sectarian; members of any
church may make application for
the children. Our objectis to
place our children in good chris- I
tian homes where they will not!
only be given .the advantages of!
church andersehool but will re-1
. . oh nsonwas e guest
of friends and relatives in Mur-
ray Tuesday. Judge James Breathitt Announces
Miss Lydia Acree. of Hazel, is
1.0 rZR KAft
cei Ye a religious home training..
Hoping that this will mairellek___
Impression on the citizens or
Kentucky and that Yeti will ail
Be On Our at 'the almair+ -
fair,, I remain, -
Yours very respectfully.
GEO. L SEHON.
State Superintendent Kentucke
Childree's Haiti Society, 10te.
Baxter Are., LouievillP, Ky.
Oen. is Graves.
H. P. Farris has been apparel-
ed administrator of the estate et
his deceased son, Gilmore Farris
The condition of Henry Camp.
bell is improving and there is
not much danger of his desalt
from injuries inflicted by
Choate.
Mesdames Charles H. Bradley.
and Nat Ryan, of Murray, rats-
tored over to Mayfield and spent
Tuesday with their sister' aid
niece, Mrs. E. A. Johnston.
One of the young men who 4:-
parted for Akron-, a. last wee*..
has wired his father these toughie
ing words: "Am coming honseL---.
Can't stand work."
L. J. Story continues critically,.
ilrat his home on West Wallet
street, at the Amos West place_
Mr. Story's condition, his missy
friends are sorry to learn, ise
very serious. He 1.as been ik
for the past eighteen months sil
stomach trouble and rheumatism
—Mayfield Times.
crops aid Boyce.
Frankfort, Ky., August
County election commissioner.
named today were: Calloway --
Ben Grogan, democrat; Joe Boy-
ce, republican. Ballard, W. Hes-
derson, democrat: J. I. Harlan.
republican. Clinton—E. Beet-
ram, democrat; James F. Dyer_
republican. Fulton—T. J. Pra-
ther, democrat: J. L Clantere..
repubTican. Hickman -- W. :
Henry, democrat; Thomas Dress-
ery, republican. Graves—C.. W
Wilson, democrat; R. D. Havegy
republican. McCracken—A. 11_
Foreman, democrat; John C.
Hass, republican.
Pastor Sees for Salary Doe His_
Suit was filed 3esterday by-
Rev. H. K. Thomas, pastor of
the East Baptist church, against
the church and its trustees, It .1_
Wilson, A. C. Nanney and Sams
E. Peak, for $215.68, alleged
be due on his salary as minister _
The petition declares thatThem-
as was employed in 19-T4' sei a
stipulated salary and that V21.'e
65 remains due on that salary.—
Paducah News-Democrat.
The Little River Associatisars
of Primitive Baptists was Intim
last Friday, Saturday and S
day near Golden Pond. The am-
sociation meets next year witis
the church at Long Creek near
BunIpas Mills.
the guest of the family of her
sister, Mrs. J. I). Peterson, this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carson,
of Calloway counts-, were. the
guests of Mr. and D. Pe-
terson this week.
Miss Wilma Ca• ass" return d
That He Will Not be a Candidate.
•
-
Hopkinsville, Ky., Sept 4.— Breathitt's announcement, that
In a signed statement published Judge Bush wouldshave no oP
Saturday afternoon, Judge Jar. position.
Breathitt. former attorney gen-
eral of Kentucky. definitely an-
nounced that he would not be a
from Murray Monday after a ee. candidate on the republican tick-
.
though he had made no applies-
sit to the family of Ray Maddox. et for the five years' unexpired
tion, filed no credentials and wa:...1
Miss Jennie Keliy returned term of the late Judge J.T. Han-
from Murray Monday where she bery as judge of the Third Judi- not represented-by a spokesman.,
has been the guest of friends and cial district. Prof. T. J. Coates, state super-
relatives the past week.—Ben- He had been expected to make, visor of rural schools, was to-ton Tribune-Democrat._ the race by both democrats andnight elected president of the'
Any -skin itching I; a temper republicans. This leaves JudgelEastern Kentuske State Normal $
tester. The more you scratch the Charles Bush, of this city. Who School, at Richmond. over thiri;
worsieit Daan's Ointment is now serving under appoint-competitors, by - _enanimome
is for piles, eczema — eny skin mot from Governor Stanley, vote of the bard of regents tef.
itching. 50c at all dreig stores. and who was recently toominat- state normal schools, all of whoa-4
-ed by the democrats, as the only ''ere in attendanm-- Mr. Coate'.A toe casket can be bought at cathe Murray Furniture & Under-indidate. will succed Prof. F. G.. Crable
takiag Co. for little mo.ley. Seel Predictions were freely made who resigned tO accept a
them. ' here Saturrolowing Judge tion in a western college.
Prof. Cedes isirresident.
--1-.--- --
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TEl MITNILAT LIDGIR, MURRAY, KY.
LPROPER METHODS FOR KEEPING MANURE 1
PILING MANURE WHERE THE RAIN WILL WASH OUT ITS FERTILIZ-
ING ELEMENTS
Stable iminure should never lie litter as poessibte for btalillnit; for by
tbreen lett on a Ovid where It will being mixed nith the minted utatinre
mot senoslo.nilsed with thi. sell; nor it _ Is  _mgr., rtattille kneassael,.__
ahont+1 It he piled out In the otters. for wattle tnaterini can be made into good
aseisch of the fertility will be low( by taanbre In this Way.
leaching. If the tentitire eunnot be inte stens ebottld -he fairly fleet% palaced rot a BOO that Is to 10m. planted that they will held all thim Immure
"Wells It Is beat to ellost it to male which 11,11 iiiii iiiitee bet tt een Pules of
eattliite la the %M IL tieing eel...trill to platiting the art. ins cs.sa. Ties ant•
hoer the stall dry aid well littered. nulls will pack tile twiner.. by insitip-
()ors mu.. .'r, %hro7.4a7 er rye etrisw, lug. end It keep.' best when pitekett.
leaven. tat pine straw coat he towel fur It +slimed be *testes but Doi wilt. and
*in-mitt he prntreted from simsfemesse-
It hi .• good plan to sot as much Clensassit.t'ollege
wamliallailamPammilakinaalliWWWWINOWillablaIlaWN160•01101111W .111111alnaillinania\WOW•seaPwW•Miliaallal•PwsnaP060.1.
SILAGE OF DIFFERENT TYPES DANGER IN SPRAYING CELERY
_411111111Orial Used in Construction of Silo
-Has No Influence on Quality cf
Its Contents.
C. H. Ectitsratt. Missettri Aserteta-
term Experiment Station I
One ist the questions that etitnee up
when a now silo is to be purchased sir
built is hether the fnaterial used In
she of the Nilo has any
influence on the quality of the singer.
'rite Missouri experiment station has
twen studying this problem for two
Stara Satnplem of silage were taken
lot the wall and at the center in +silos
of the stare, Iron. tile. (Staler, and
sconcrete types. These samples were
analyzed and the results compared.
°The results are given in detail in Re-
search Bulletin 22, recently issued. The
rreoultx of the analysis showed no dif-
ference in any way between the silage
from the different types. No one
should be persuaded to base the selec-
tion of the silo to be used upon the
Irtatetnent er trappositIon that oh.. type
Id silo makes better silage than an-
weber. Any Alto that has a tight wall
that keeps out the air and is- strong
wasough to withstand the pressure will
preserve silage.
If the cern has sufficient moisture
when put into the Kilo the smutty thing
'that can interfere with the tuakinsof
good silage Is the admission of air its
the result of a poorly built silo or in-
aufticient packing qthe time of titans
FINE RECIPE FOR WHITEWASH
Directions Submitted By Expert of
Oklahoma College—Intended for
Exterior Work,
fn repl) to a requeat. Dr. l'harles
X. Francis; of the Oklahoma A. and
,311. College !submits dires•tione for
-whitewash as follows:
1. I'lmee ft! pounds (one hissing) of
ringlet lime in a watertight haerel or
sesta. :take this by pouring on 12
wallow' of hot salter. Keep (towered
-until leteam 'erases to rise, and stir er-
seauthwtally to prevent scorching.
2. Dixsolve two pounds isennion malt
-and two pounde of zinc sulphate in
two gallons of boiling venter.
Pour 1 into 2. add two gallons FUT,'
udtk and ml; thoroughly.
Whitewash prepared in the manner
existlIned Is Intended for exterior work.
welt as fences and outside tatiSaltige.
but may he used for interior wort.
INJURY DONE BY CHINCH BUG
Socks Juices of Corn, Wheat. Sorghum
and Other Plants — May Be
Trapped in Ditches.
The chinch beg sucks the tutees of
ewe whtatt. sorghum amid other plants
of the grass family. They may he
trapped in dusty ditches, if they go
front wh..nt to corn, or in rainy
weather an oil or tar barrier may be
neressnry. If they get to the corn,
spray tt w ;th ssonpeteht, emulsion or
tobacco solutions. The elinup forming
grasses by roadeldes rind in waste
Sands may he burned in Inte fall and
early sinter to ill chinch bugs which
collect there ft. the winter.
GOOD FEEDING IS IMPORTANT
Folly to Expect Profit From Animals
Not Well Kept—Good Breeding IS
of Big Value.
--
The more ue study the live-stock
lessinees. especially as generally con-
ducted in the South, the m-ore time-
oughlyswe 11••ccorne conviseed of the ut-
ter font of expecting n profit trona
animals that are not well fed. Breed-
ing is of great value, hut tis the South,
good feeding is even inure iniportnnt. for
good brewer:ling wItholit good feeding
sourees tar naught.—The t'rogrusalte
191.111"11111111111W'
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Clirtileaaneas in Applying Bordeaus
Mixture Often Results in Leaving
Copper on Stalks.
A note from the Unfree Sint^ the
partmt•ta of agriculture calls attention
to the filet that hesitates mixture.
Made of lime and clipper sulphnte. Is
Much used to prevent the dostroeticin
of the Florida celery crop by blight,
and that carelessness In the :apnea! Is 111
Of this mixture sometimes results in
lensing excessive amounts of copper
on the stance This appetite to be
often due 'to the use of knapsack in-
stead of power spraying outfits, the
former not spperuting at a pressure high
enough to make a tine spray or mist.
Accumulation.. of (-tipper are Indicated
by a blue-green appearance of the
base of the celery. As this deposit
IL injurious to health. endke on which
It appears should be thorsoughly
scrubbed before use, after which there
will he no danger of bad effeets.—Sci
entitle American.
BRIGHT -PEA RUMS- AS FEEC
Keenly Relished by Mules and Othe.
Kinds of Live Stock—Avoid
Those Moldy or Tainted.
Bright pea hulls hint are not moldy
may be used as a rough feed for melee
and are ktmenly relished by all kinds of
live stock. They should be fed dry.
hay. Be careful to see that they
are free from dust and dirt or other-
wise it will be necessary to wet thetn
before feeding. However, no mold)
or tainted ceepea hulls should tom fed
to mules or horses, ulthough they are
all right in the steer ration.
To lend relish to the pea hulls a lit-
tle salt may be sprinkled over them.
If they are clean, bright and properly
cured the work animals will cit.an
them up in short order. Only a small
quantity of hulls should be fed for- the
first two or three da3a until the ani-
mals get used to the roughage. when
S to 10 peunds a day may be given tt
each mule.
-
HABIT OF ALL-COTTON MAN
Must Pull Fodder or Buy Roughage
Both Very Expensive—Growing
Hay is Cheaper.
The all-cotton -farmer mew p1111 fiel-
der or buy roughage, both sery ex-
',evolve. Fodder pulling has n very
Arcing held on _the small farmer and
the albeetten farmer. There is net nny
better way Li break ileay from this
habit than TO hits it eloWlePylmi and sor-
ghum for hay. A.; long as the farmer
makes no effort to grew lint lie stip.
ply mtptt pull ladder or' buy bay. To
produce hay is cheaper than either.
Cut down rem %Mop cif the riot ,.n Hera.
age and plant entoeSh in peas and sor-
ghum to furnieh sufnrient ninghage
without the fodder. Leery, to grow
more hay, find soon fodder milling will
lose its charm. certainly it la a very
unplensnnt undertaking during the
hot days of August sod Septernixer.
FEEDING OF -MOLTING-FOWLS
Should Not Differ Materially Freer
That of Laying Hens—Sunflower
Seed Hastens Molt,
Iv proved that n gbera! s unt of sun-
flower. flaxseed emf oil meal to the rn•
Non makes hens molt faster and IP:INV,
them in a stronger -ronditien and with
wore- vitant v.. • - -
• -1
IN JELLY SEASON
METHODS OF PUTTING UP VARI-
OUS KINDS OF FRUIT,
Tartaric or Citric Acid Added to the
Jurors Will Bs Found to Iffiest an
Improvement—Must Not Se
Used Always.
It Is just about as effigy 1mm  ke
jelly front apple*, quinces, peetylies, sir
jih'ars as Trent any other kind of fruit,
If )11u knee hots, according In
Addle IS Root of this Miesourl College
of Agriculture. All that is necessary
Is tit add enough tartaric Sr citric acid
-to this_jelea tat itakaJXtasta about as
sour as a good pour apple. This wet-
ally MOILIPI about a levet teaspoonful
to a quart of ;tube. It destroys the
delicate flavor of isnot and pear Juice
ammo% hat but ImiertisP14 Iki. flavor of
eweet apple and quinet.
Illitekberries, blueberries, re mber•
rites partially ripe grapes, oath nim-
plea. sour upplea, and plume usually
make good Jelly limYctimptm. Ikey have
enough acid alrenoly mind fano contain
ii substance veiled pectin which muse
present mutul mule be brought smut
with the juice by heating if Jelly is
to he made. Thut is why Jelly-makers
tin not *reply- plaint nett the- infer from
cold frult. All epithet mind manner
Friuli* have enough tseetin for jelly-
tanking ilurposies.
In oinking apple jelly isiwer the
fruit with water beforr erooklog sod
lamll l,) or 3() minutes. After twill.
Ins tins creel st 10 or 15 minutes.
teld three-quarters of a cupful of stager
for ever, copra' of juiee. The sugar
that will be required should have heeu
owsaared into a is n and wormed In
*worm for a while before It is udeltaL
It about(' be curs-fully inirredria to pre-
vent burning. "
As sone an the reuses . are tined
it it It the hot Jelly they should tiein
it cool place %stale Jellying bike% pinee.
They ,should be sealed from the nir,
but If the Jelly Juts been slightly over-
Cooked It unity be covered with ;tunes
of glass end allowed to harden in the
sun. When It is well set pour lust par-
aMit over the top and put clean tin
cevere on the glasses. Store them
away in it dry, emit place where the
jelly cannot mold.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
A hot iron will Konen old putty so
that it ran he etieily removed.
Never use water from a stone reser-
voir for cooking purposes. •
Never allow fresh !Dent to remain in
paper; it abeorbs the juice.
Lemons will keep fresh if stowed
In dry sand separately.
Salt 'will remove the stain from sil-
ver caused by egg, when applied dry
with a soft cloth.
To polish a black marble clock rub
over with olive ell and Windt with a
clean chamois leather. -----
Never keep vinegar or yeast In stone
erfmcks or jugs; their Reid attnekm the
glazing, which is said to he polsonoue.
Put a silvered spoon Into the most
delicate glass and boiling hot liquids
can he poured into It without break
lug it.
Health Hints for Hot Weather.
Be sure the leftover food is not con-
taminated by flies. Be sure the box
Is ittunaculate. Remember that ge. au;
cannot resist boiling. and If there Is
any sick child or person in the h. -e-
hold the safest way is to use enameled
-ware'itt the sick room and boil it taor-
nimbly before it Is used again or by
another member of the family. Fly
screens are useful In keeping out Mee,
but do not save one front the neces-
sity of killing the flies that are already
Inside the house. All fruit and vege-
tables should be very carefully washed.
and, better still, iweled if they have
had much handling. Take reasonable
precautions of this kind and then
don't worry. Many at child has been
worried into an illness by an °rerunx.
low. mother.
Steamed Peach Roll.
Sift two linden: of flour with one
scant teaspoonful of salt and three ta-
blespoonfuls of linking powder, rub in
one rounded tablespoonful of butter
and moistea With _enough milk to make
a rather stiff dough. Piave on a
floured hoard, pat into rectangular
shape. cover with sliced peaches. dust
with flour and sugar, roll into a loose
roll. pinch the edges together. wrap in
n floured cloth rind steam one hour.
Serve with peach +drugs slightty thick-
ened 'with arrowroot or (airtime:mit.
Darning Tip.
To make silk stockings wear longer
than they were ever meant to do buy
a small spool of Mending Miss just
the same color and carefully darn the
heels and toes both ways. This pre-
cautionary darning will not spoil the
looks of the new hose and it fairishi
erably retards the time when they be
COMP tbreilam9rP.
Blueberry Dumplings.
Two-thirds cnpful sweet milk. two
The feeding of molting hens 'snouts cupfuls Mew, two tea9mootifels linking
not differ greatly from, that of laying powder, a little salt. Rave pint of
nens. Roth eggs and fenthers fire rich boiled taunted berries. drop 11). full tea
in nitrogen. NO 'a food nameable for spoonfuls into dumplings anti boil un-
eges will also make feathers, Hew. Ill done, like any dumpling. Any berry-
ever, the latter are richer In oil than n-111 To, Eat cream and sugar en them
eggs lint, sonic 'fond of oily nature If you like,
should he :molded to the ration to sup-
ply this want. It hits been cioncluelte- Clain Frappe.
Steam clenn'tittone thoroughly until
they open. Drain, let the water stand
until slew-. pour off the sediment and
strein through line „ linen tind freeze
soft in equal parts of tee and salt..
0": 7••••••••
Universal Suffrage for Women in the
United States to Be Obtained by 1922
By MRS. CAM* CHAPMAN cAlT
Nueosal Ao•risio Wawa. Sutra. A...Kuwait
In June of 19e$ there wilbe universal equal our-
- frage in the United Stater, I \Airily believe.
Necessarily, the women .who are urging suffehge
eannot be partisan intestifies. I believe, .otei AI my
associates believe, that the men of both parties lire able
to see with equally clear Immo the forte of the suffrage
argument, and that it must yome.
I do believe, however, that by June of 1922 women
in ell the states will have the vote. It will take until
then, perhaps, to get through congress a bill to submit
an amendment to the Constitution and have it retitled
by the states. In 1920 both of the great parties will undoubtedly go on
record in favor of the amendment, and in 1921 there will. be :iii states
holding sessions of the legislature and all will vote on the amendment,
which will give us stiffrage in 1921.
•
Proper Care of Subnormal Persons by
State Would Make Many Useful Citizens
Ely ABRAM I. ELKUS
Aattatessior Irons the Wald Sestet to Terkel
There are sonic men and women, and their iititilber seems to be
increasing, who are not able, bemuse of physical or mental defects. to do
'any kind of work, or to -do work for regular hours every day, or whose.
employment has to be-lelected to ,fit their, particular type. These are
generally 1.1essided pa subnormal persons. This doss Hot phy-
sicians know—that they are insane or idiotic. or unable to care for them-
selves. They need sonic assistawr in curing for themselves, so that they
do not !weenie an absolute burden upon the people at large. If they are
allowesi to shiftlor_tluauselves, asi-thoy. practoully tiowar.e, they 
inmates of our almshouses, our insane asylums, and the recipients of
private or public bounty. It has wined to me that the medical pnifes-
tion-eould -perform. a work-which would be of the grestrAt-berietit-tw-the
country by causing an inrestigation of the number of persotis who are
subnormal, and finding ways 61111 Means for their employment and twill-
pation, so that instead of becoming a .charge upon the state, as most
of them now are, they would be self-supporting, self-maintaining. and
also, in many cases, hate normal health and mind restored to them.
In New York aPe located two great foundations established by 'groat
philanthropists, for the purpose of studying the ills of the nation and
endeavoring to benefit them. I noticed the other day that one of them
had a large surplus of its income for the last year. I should inrigine
from that that those who ,managed this great fund were unable to find
proper recipients for its bounty. What greater work could be done with
this great income than to employ competent physicians to make a study
of them subnormal unfortunates and to establish factories, under com-
petent medical supervision. where they could be put to work suited to
their needs, where their health could be studied and improved and they
themselves restored to the great body politic as healthy men and women?
YIP 
American Exporters Mug Combine If
They Are to Profit by Foreign Trade
By Gil RFAT ROWE of New York
As an American engineer resident in Europe for many year,.. I have
frequently noticed the inefficient way in which American manufacturers
of engineering products try to sell their output. through. local foreign
firms—a method which often results in cutthroat competition _affecting
kindred and supplemental products, all of American origin. This is par-
ticularly- true of smaller firms who are not no well informed on foreign
business methods, and their foreign representatives are, of necessity,
equally ignorant of American conditions.,
The obvious solution is for a number of firms in allied industries-to,
sell through a single organization, which should be so constituted as to
control the output for foreign consumption, to recommend alterations in
design and form to meet foreign requirements, and to establish fortis of
credit suitable to the country of destination.
Such organizations would serve to decrease greatly the cost ofsselling
and publicity and would avoid wasteful competition and the covering of
unsuitable areas. The more dependable foreign market created vv:Juld
permit regulation of the output and of the demand for labor at home,
while maintaining prices at a reasonably profitable level.
The composition of an organization of this (kind would approximatc
to what is known in Germaoy as the cartel.
Universal Military Training Should
Start in Country's Secondary Schools
By THEODORE K. LONG
President Carson tong lasittute, New Bloomfield, Peas.
No i/onprehensive system of defense for our government can be pro-.
vided without universal military training, and the logical sponsor for sorb
traininz is the secondary .ftehool, because it, bridges the period of adoles-
cent development, the time of most pronounced niental and physical
evolution in„-the' youth. It is, in 'fact, the character-building as well as
the tissue-building period in the ,boy's life, and proper military training
afforded -at this time supplies the boy with one of the greatest needs to
bring out his manly qualities and develop a wholesome sense of justiee and
fair . play.
An a proper moans of national defense the government should pro-
vide instruction, uniforms and arms for all reputable secondary schools
wilthig to take,np Military training. The work should be stimulated and
encouraged by the awarding from time to time of chevrohs, medals,
badges of' honor, end other military distinctions to those most deserting.,
Thetie honors should be conferred by the president of the United States,
or s 'me other high official, so as to *roust a keen spirit of endeavor among
the students.
The details of the foregoing suggestions properly worked out and
applied will tend ,,to produce in our .youth the highest idealS in good eiti-
aeut4ip and lailitary preparedness.
Tol wise PAM
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REALLY . A SIMPLE MATTER
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FOR HAIR AND SKIN HEALTH
Cutieurs Soap and Cuticura Ointment
Are Supreme. Trial Eras.
These fragrant, super-cre.inf!l. emol-
lients keep the skin fresh and clear,
the scalp free twin dandruff, crusts
ainVaeattio and thai ha-oda-soft and
shit*, They are splendid for nursery
tont toilet purposes and are most ece•
nemleal !wow:Or-most effective.
Free eample earh by mall with Book.
Address postcard. rutieura, Dept.
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
•
•
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Making a Bad Matter Worze,
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II. dunned sun her that she maims talking
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added. "That is- et-- to be it ginal.lan-
ser:"-s Yi OUI !Cm reinpuntion.
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Was His Humor Conspicuous.
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l's weenies he replies!:
"Too loud fer awninga—Jus: right
for skirts."
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Her Intent.
"Look,how that eat lins taken up her
poeition Just in cruet of the camera:*
"I suppose she did it for a set purr
Two Fellows
are trying to
get ahead.
It's easy to see v. in.
If you have any doubt
about coffee holding some
people back—in fact many—
leave the hesitating class, stop
coffee ten days, and use
POSTUM
This delicious pore food-
. drink, made of wheat, roasted
with a bit of wholesome
-- lasses, has a delightf;1.snapmp°y-
flavor. It is free from the
drugs in coffee and ,11.harrn-
'1u1 nigredienta.
: •
Postum is good for old
and young, and Makes for
- health and efficiency.
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CHAPTIR XXVI-ContInued.
0140-
A peep at Wolf Larsen showed am
i that be had not moved. A bMidit
thought struck me. I stole into We
state room and possessed myself of
hie revolvers. There were no other
Weapons, alotlith I thoroughly ran-
sacked the three remaining state-
Mmes. To make sure, I returned and
went through the steerage and fore
Initittle. and In the galley gathered up
all the sharp meat and vegetable
knives Then I bethought me at the
eeet yachtman's knife he always car-
ried. and I came to him and spoke to
him, first softly, theta loudly. He did
not move. I bent over and took It
from his pocket. I breathed more
fro01. lie Wid_ito.,arms with whicho attack we from a distance, while•I,
armed, could alwsys forestall him
"should he attempt to grapple we with
his terrible gorilla arms.
Fining a coffee pot and frying pan
With part of my plunder, and taking
some chinaware from the tvibld lotn•
try, I left Wolf Larsen lyIllg In the
Sun and went ashore.
Maud was still asleep. I blew up
Cu. embers (we had not yet arranged
a 'sinter kitchen) and quite feverish
Ily rooked the breakfast. Toward the
iP
nd, I heard her moving about within
hut. an her-tollet. Just as all
us really and the coffee poured, the
o opened and she came forth.
it's not fair of you," was her greet.
g "You are usurping one. of my
prerogatives. You knife you agreed
tat the cooking should he mine,
"Bet just this once," II pleaded.
"1' you promise not to do it again,"
he smiled. "Unless, of course, you;i4
ve grown tired of my pair efforts."
To any delight she never once looked
toward the beach. and I maintained
!tbe banter with such success that all
kinconsciously sbe sipped coffee from
the china cup, ate fried evaporated
potatoes, and spread marmalade on
fer biscuit. But it could not last. I
maw the surprise that came over her,
g. thle  he had discoverede china plate1
om which she was eating. She
looked over the breakfast, noting de-
tail after detail. Then she looked at
e. and her face turned slowly to-
ward the beach. '
"Humphrey!" she cried.
The old unnamable terrOe mounted
into her eyes.. _
"Ii-he-r she quavered.
I nodded my head.
-••
CHAPTER XXVII.
-
We waited all day for Wolf Larsen
t come ashore. It was an intolerable
period of anxiety. Each moment one
or the other of us cast expectant
!glances toward the Ghost. But he did
Inot come. He did not even appear
On deck. t
"Perhaps it is his 
headache,.. I said.
1..1 left him lying on the poop. He may
lie there all night_ I think I'll go
and see."
Maud looked entreaty at me.
"It is all right." I assured her. '1
WW1 take the revolvers. You know
I collected every weapon on board."
"But there are his arms, his hands,
•his terrible, terrible hands!" she ob-
jected. And then she cried, "Oh. Hum-
phrey, I am afraid of him! Don't go
a-please don't go!"
She rested her hand appealingly on
mine, and sent my pulse fluttering.
Oily heart was surely in my eyes for a
"moment. The dear and lovely woman!
nerd she was so much ' . woman,
clinging and appealing, sunlit. .e and
'dew to my manhood, rooting it deeper
land sending through it the sap of a
new strength. I was for putting my
Srm around her, as when in the door
of the hut; but I considered, and re-
trained. 
•
-1 shall not take any risks," I said.
"Ili merely peep over the bow and
see."
She pressed my hand earnestly and
let me go. But the space on deck
Where I had left him lying was va-
cant. He had evidently gone below.
?That night we stood alternate watches,
one of us sleeping at a time; for there
was no telling what Wolf Larsen
!night do. He was certainly capable
bt anything.
The next day we waited, and the
"text, and still he made no sign.
"These headaches of his, these at-
racks." Maud said, on the afternoon
of the fourth day; -perhaps he is ill,
hoary M. He may be dead."
I T wetted, smiling Inwardly at the
woman of her which compelled a solic-
itude for Wolf Larsen, of all creatures.
Where was her solicitude for me, I
thought-for me whom ate had been
afraid to have merely peep aboard?
She was too subtle not to follow the
trend of my silence. And she was as
direct as she was _subtle,
"Tow meet go aboard, Humphrey,
had find out," she said. -And If you
want to laugh at me, you have my
consent and forgiveness."
I arose obediently .and Went down
the beach'. 
.
"Do be careful," she called after me.
I waved my snit from the forecastle
heed and dropped down -to the deck.
I took off my shoes end went noise-
lissa/a aft In my 'flocking feet. Cau-
• e o
•
'
•
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!still in the companionway. His atti-tude was of sae looking forward the
I length of the schooner, or starlit*,
I rather. for his eyes were fixed and
unblinking. I Was only five feet away
and direetty In what should base been
. his line of violets. It was uncanny. I
i felt myself a ghost, what of nil' 'nide-
' IbIlity. I waved my hand beck and
I forth, of course without effect; but
I when the Moving shadow fell zeroes
! hte face I saw at mice that he was
I suerepttNe to the impression. lit i
facrebeesma more expectant and tense
as he tried to analyse and identify
the impreesien. . 
(living over his attempt to deter-
mine the ettailow, he stepped on deck
mid Started forward, walking with •
swiftness and confidence which sur-
prised me. And still there Wag that
hint of the feebleness of the blind In
his walk. I knew it new for what it
was.
To my •mueed chagrin, he discov-
ered my shoes on that forecastle head
and brought them back with him into
the galley. I watched him build the
fire and set about cooking food for
himself; then I stole into the cabin
for my marmalade and underclothes.
slipped back past the taller. end
climbed down to the beach to deliver
my barefoot report.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
!We too bad the Ghost bee Roil hb
toasts. Why, we could ialt away In
her. Don't you think we could.
Humphrey?"
I sprang excitedly to my feet.
"I wonder, I wonder," I repeated,
paring up and down.
Maul's eyes were shining with an-
ticipation as they Mowed me She
had such faith In met And the
thought of It ens acii much added pow.
er. I rememberiel elicheletam "To man.
women is as the Perth was to her
legendary son; he has hut to tall
down and kilts her breast and he Is
strew; agile." Fer the first time I
knew' % the wonderful With of hie
words. Why, I was living them. Need
wagtail this to me, an unfailing source
of strength and courage. I had but
to took at. her, or think of her, and be
@tome again.
"It can be done. It can be done." 1
was thinking and asserting aloud.
"What men have done, I can do; and
if they have never done this before.
still I can do it."
"What? for goodness sake." Maud
demanded. "Do be merciful. What is
It you can dot'
"We can do It." I amended. "Why.
nothing else than put the masts back
Into the Ghost and sail away."
"Humphrey!" she exclaimed.
And I felt as proud of my conception
as it it were already a fact accom-
plished.
"But how is it possible to be done?"
she asked.
"I don't know," welt my answer.  •1
_
*
testi." ens emoted at seep sad IN
the rest of the afternoon we Saith
merry over our labor
Her task was to Med the beat In pi
'Won while I worked at the tangle-
Anal such a tangle-- halyards, shoot*.
guys, dewnhauls, shrouds, stays, all
washed about and back and forth and
through, and twined and knotted by
the sea. I cut no more than was new
essary, and what with passing the
long ropes wader and around the
booms and Mats, of unnerving the
halyards set illimete, or emainne Erna
in the beet est uncoiling la order to
-qiest-thrtitW--aaetiteitAtaet-ili;_tlis
bight. I was soon wet ta tits skis.
The seen did require Wine cutting,
and the . heavy with water,
tried any ettength o ly, but I suc-
reeded before nightfall In getting it
all (Dread out on the beach to dry. We
Were bath very fired when wo
knocked off for supper, and we bad
done good work, too, though to tb• eye
It appeared Insignificant.
Next morning, with Maud as able
assistant, I went Into the hold of (be
inmost to clear the steps of the maga
Itaiw Only that I am capable of doing
-anything these days."
I smiled proudly at her-Coo-proud-
ly, for she dropped her eyea-mitot-was
for the moment silent.
"But there is Captain Larsen," she
objected.
"Blind and helpless," I answered
promptly, waving him aside as a
straw.
"But those terrible hands of his!
You know how be leaped across the
opening of the lazaretto."
"And you know also how I crept
about and avoided him," I contended
gayly.
"And lost your shoes."
"You'd hardly expect them to avoid
Wolf Larsen without my feet Inside of
them."
We both laughed, and then went
seriously to work constructing the
plan whereby we were to step the
masts of the Ghost and return to the
world. Maud stood silently by my
side. while! evolved In my mind the
contrieance known among sailors as
"shears." But, though known to
sailors. I invented it there on En-
deavor Island, By crossing and lash-
ing the ends of two spars, and then
elevating them in the air like an in-
verted "V," I could get a point above
the deck to which to make fast my
hoisting tackle. To this hoisting
tackle I could, if necessary, attach a
second hoisting tackle. And then there
was the windlass!
Maud saw that I had achieved a
solution and her eyes warmed sympa-
thetically.
"W'hat are you going to do" she
asked.
"Clear that raffle." I answered,
pointing to the tangled wreckage over-
side.
Ah, the decisiveness, the very
sound of the words, was good in any
ears. "Clear that raffle!" Imagine so
salty a phrase on the lips of the Hum-
phrey Van Weyden of a few months
gone!
There must have been a touch of
the melodramatic in my pose and
voice. for Maud smiled. Her sense of
humor was really the artist's Instinct
for proportion.
"I'm sure I've heard It before, some-
where, in books," she murmured glee-
fully.
I had an instinct for proportion my-
self, and I collapsed forthwith, de-
scending from the dominant pose of a
master of matter to a state of hum-
ble confusion which was, to say the
least, very miserable.
Her hand leaped out at once to
mine.
"I'm so Sorry," she said.
"No need to be." I gulped. "It does
me good. There's too much of the
schoolboy in me. All of which is
neither here nor there What we've
got to do is actually and literally to
clear that rare. If you'll come with
me in the boat, we'll get to work and
straighten things out."
"'Valera the tomunen clear the reale
with their clamakolvell In their
The Sound of His Voice Made Maud
Quickly Draw Close to Me.
butts. We had no more than begun
work when the sound of my knocking
and hammering brought Wolf Larsen.
"Hello below!" he cried down the
open hatch.
The sound of his voice made Maud
quickly draw close to me. as for pro
tection, and she rested one hand on
my arm while we parleyed.
"Hello on deck," I replied.
morning to you."
"What are you doing
he demanded. "Trying
ship for me?" _
"Quite the oppoeltai
her," was my answer.
"But wbAtifl thunder aro-you re-
pairing?" There was puzzlement In
his voice.
"Why. I'm getting everything ready
for restepping the Masts." I replied
easily. as'though It were the simplest
project imaginable.
"It seems as though you're standing
on your own legs at last, Hump," we
heard him say; and then for some
time he was silent.
"But I say, Hump." he called down.
"you can't do it."
"Oh. yes I can," I retorted. "I'm do-
ing It now."
"But this is my vessel, my particu-
lar property. What if I forbid you?"
"You forget," I replied. "You are an
longer the biggest bit of the ferment.
You were, once, and able to eat me,
as you were pleased to phrase It; but
there has been a diminishing. and I
am now able to eat you. The yeast
has grown stale."
He gave a short, disagreeable
laugh. "I see you're working my phi-
losophy back on me for all it is worth.
But don't make the mistake of under-
estimating me. For your own good I
Warn you."
"Since when have you become •
philanthropist?" I queried. "Confess.
now, In warning me for my own good.
that you are very inconsistent."
He ignored my sarcasm. saying.
"Suppose I clap the hatch on. not?
You won't fool me as you Jjed in the
lazaretto." SF'
(TO BE coNTINITED.)
"Good
down there?"
to scuttle my
l'im repairing
Horrors at Home.
"The football tournament betwees
the teams of Harvard and Tale. es,
cently held in America, had terrible
results. it turned into an awful blade
en. Of tweuty-two participants, seven
were so severely injured that they had
to be carried from the field in a dying
condition. One player had his beek
broken, another lost an see, and a
third lost a leg. Both teams appeared
upon the field with a creed of ambu-
lances. surgeons, and name. Many
ladies fainted at the awful cries of the
injured players. The indignation of
the spectators was powerful, but they
were so terrorized that they were
afraid to leave thi field."
One wonders whether the Munches
er Nachrichten, which printed the fore
going in RA columns in the year 1891
would have had room for It last falLes
New York Tribune
Family Pride.
"Our ancestors came over in the
Mayflower," proudly announced little
Minn UPPIton of B
tlirton. . •
"Pshaw, that's nothing." retorted the
little mile0 from Indianapolis. "Our
ancestor* were the original settlers la
the Garden-Ot Iraden."
 olleale5nmelisellelle111111111pleng
TRAINING TORTS
BOYS AND GIRLS
A Little Talk on the Appreci4tie
- of Their Efforts.
SreOULD KEEP THE CRATICM111-
1MMIN•1111••=••••••••
It le the Pleases! "tiro Mee .711e1
Makes All the Differentia
to She Hearts of the
Children.
.mmomisIle
By sloosis ONUE1411111 41.
An reek child/ urine was celled he
ntepped forward and received thee
the klimilergerteu the nevelt of his ef-
forts at "waking eannethiug" 'sr rolne
-.esimber of the home. The children
were gay and Intl Were auttelpating
Use )tas el giving. It was .. olvesurr
to %stitch thew. But when Genevienee
name was milled • new note wall
struck. "Pleuse, Mimi White," she
said, "my :molter does not waut nice
to bother her any wore with the
thing's I wake." Anal Mien W'hite laid
lleuevieve's eulendur SOW.%
It is not difficult to see the point or
view eopreseed lu lleuevieve's plain.
tile abnegatluu. There is reully no
mem for all theme things ..t home.
Vie have all the culendere teal blot'
terS and picture freinee und achaving
Fele that we really need. Anil as for
ornaments, these theatre nre not par-
ticularly beuutiful, mid if they are, as
may mottetiltees bei•pest, they do not
harmenize eith the acilieme of tidier*
alreuily 'listened, aryl, liemlilee they
gather dust, and there err few homee
that have not uiready leo ninny dust
timentat•hiaziant. vieWvee..m 
 mother 
culuovidaejtosuttan,cf.1
ealenciant and bookinerice.
But Mies White is alma weary of muscular control thst he could get
culenclairic arid beektnerka. Where no amatimfaction out of the pamper stars
one mother lips had half a dozen she .he cut out himself, and so refused.
has lad hundreds. She tuanagee lifter one or two •ttempts, to try
smile, however, in spite of the clutter
and in spite of the 'obvious monotony
through a curious trick of the mind
which it would be well for Genevieve/I
mother and other mothers to learn.
The trick is this: Instead of dealing
with calesidere and bookrnerks, she
flees her mind upon the efforts of the
Vita, ache sees trial and tribulation,
she sees wonder end experimente,
where the rest of us see only crude
imitation' of tulips or apple blos-
soms.
Niowithetanding the high rentals
we have to pay it ought to be pret-
tifies. for every mother to keep each
child's tokens of struggle and con-
quest for some at least. For
nothing Is more Important to the
child than that his meager and un-
successful attempts at mustering his
material summed-Mg" should receive
generous prienuragement. And while
much is geinevl by trying someone
stand by awl cheer him when he let-
tere, Gait is not enough. The prod-
uct. poor though it he. Is the symbol
of en leen, sin itineration, and de-
serves! the courtesy of serious and
dignified nttention from parents and
other elders. The calendar is as wor-
thy of a place on the wall ns any-
thing you can buy at the store, for
by honoring it you teach the child
that his efforts vire not wasted. As
for taste in cnlendars, leave that to
the years. -
Of course It Is not necessary to
display all of the child's creations or
to convert the home itito an Indus-
trial museum. It Is. in fact, the lat-
est trophy that carries the greatest
Interest, and the latest may be made
Could Get No Satisfaction Out of the
Paper Stars.
to displace its predecessor, each et-!
1 fort thus receiving its due share of
1 attention and appreciation. Where
1 there are several children it should
I be possible to provide large paper en-
velopes and boxes in which these early
treasures many be kept.
Every mother knows that young
children can be a nuisance and in the
way just when they are trying to help
' with some "work." The number of
peas that the baby. can shell or the
area that time child' can sweep will
contribute little to lightening the day's
work. But the value of the contribu-
tion is not to be measured thus. It
Is to be measured in good will, In ap-
plication and in the saner:1(.03m that
comes -or should come-from having
made a worthy effort at doing some-
thing Useful. We should therefore
not belittle the achievement or make
the Lchild feel that his assistance Is
worthless.- 
- _
The child works In the spirit of the
artist. Be is not seeking material re-
-wards; he wants the satisfaction of
doing something that has meawing Srld
Varieties of Siamese Rice. 1 . ,
More than forty varieties ok vies
ors cultivated In Siam, one of wbiell
ripens in 70 days from planting oaf
others in six months.
•••
he will become either a. shirker, ebon-
ite tenets appreciation. Without thew
Ding all effort air e perfunctory
me hied er 11•10111116 *IMisreter•
lireeeeary set eery eillPertlialase
Is turnimesd ler *hit varies, lila& et
theft but 1111111 the OW awkward elle
teisols be asioreeleted in • way dish
will lend to flether effert. Mid *in
is just as trio of attempts at sibelso
ow inventleg-hierentiou cif • eel% ill?
*tory, for otample---as It is of
temple at Noising P4P/IIP ()Wert er
drawing Met others may handle fie
ex hi bi t.
While 'this doctrine of appreciation
does set permit us to belittle Ow
iw efforts, It still leaves go toe
afdp the child with criticisms all•
oullard lo enable him to Incresiwilill
week. -But we *Wulf! rail ettenflue
allettlefecta only an he Is In • psi&
ties to remedy himself, anal widen*
tee nub effort. If lb* dress W-
ks bete kW • stespte matter to eat
dowl• But If les  Aoa....ebriet_ Are. hike ,
their We sa very Mee deem, and think
we'll mince the Jest one a little loaf-
er. Time v. pea led etumlahssis on deletes
of design or e5m-eerie:1 may have the
effect of iniprevieg the child's taste or
jualmneut ; bait they are more likely to
illecouriore all effort.
• child that _sees to.. clearly the
ahorteotninge of his efforts will refuse
to do anything at all. This was the
.-use with four year-old lierhort *home
sense of form wes el fur uheiel of hie
_The Children Anticipated the joy 
Giving.
Liman.
When little Allan's mother failed
to recognize the child's drawing an
that of a "lamp" she was wise enough
to take to herself the blame--"How
Muted of me'!" For, after all, you ran
recognize even 'the lamp if you are
told what It Its supposed to be. And
so the burden of keeping keen the
edge of effort rents upon us. But dotel
let the child become conceited.
THEY COULDN'T RESIST HIM
Young Man Surely Had a Taking Way
With the Ladies, if You Let
Him Tell It.
1101111.
"Oh. I nuke friends with people
whenever I_ Hire." he had explained.
"and they never object. They like
it. They all like it."
"And you speak to strange young
Indieer
"The last one I spoke to was in
London lase month. I was standing
on the steps of n house In Plecadlily,
watching some visiting potentate,
drive be, wheu the diem opened, and
out came the prettiest girl I ever saw
in my life. She stood for a moment
looking up and down the street. and
maid to her: 'Do you know who that
fierce, fat man In the last carriage is
-the one who looks like a walrus?
She said: 'Oh, that's my Uncle Ethel-
bert.' "
"But that was the end of It." Mary
broke in-"you didn't go on talking
to heir
"The end of It," Krujer Hobbs had
concluded, taking off his glove and of-
fering a slim bony hand-"the end was
that we had tea at an A. B. C. shop,
and she said she was sorry she wart
engaged to marry her cousin, whose
name, I think. was Lionel."-From
"Krujer Flobbe." by Slarjory Morten,
In Century Magazine.
Serum to Save Drowning Persons.
Experiments are hieing made with
a serum which le said to have been
used with success in 'restoring cases
of asphyxiation and drowning in ani-
mals several hours after life has been
to all appearances extinct. There ap-
twerre to he one drawback in the re-
sult thus far, however, in that in many
Instances there have been serious
after effects such as high blood prose-
ure or hardening of the arteries. If
the Serum is to be perfected, as ap-
pears to be likely, the physicians are
of the opinion that it can he injected
several hours after the accident and
restore life. In one case the serum
was used on an theme' that had been
apparently dead from drowning for a
period of four hours. The animal was
brought back to life, though it died
later from blood pressure.
War and the Weather.
If the north Atlantic skippers who
think that the bad weatheefrom whicn
they have been suffering is due to inte-•
concussion of the bombardment in le-
rope would compare notes with their
colleaones in the West India and Ca-
ribbean trade they might take a broad-
er view of the +meteorological dim
turhanees. The storms which have
been raging in the north Atlantic. the
bay of Biscay and the Mediter&neas
started in the tropic!" and had already
paid respects to one meet before cram
trig over to add to' Europe's troubles.
The ekeptielem of the scieutirto in re-
gard to the connection" between War
and weather is well founded. As fee
the sun smote, all that can or said at
Present -Is that -the)* are tinder stssio'
'mint laboring nutlet* toMpulalo11 "of tecion.
-
•
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"At
4:‘
,tr- •
tiously descending, I found the cabin
deserted. The door to his stateroom
was closed. At first I thought of
knocking, theiTrentembered my oix
tetteltde emit nliff Medved to carry
It out. Carefully avoiding noise. I
lifted the trapdoor in the floor and set
tile one side. The slop chest, as well
as the provielons, was stored In the
lazaretto. and I took advantage of the
opportunity to lay In a stock of under.
clothing.
As I emerged from the lazaretto
heard sounds In wort Larsen.' state-
room. I crouc hod and listened. The
doorknob rattled Furtively, instinct-
ively. I slunk back behind the table
and drew and cocked my revolver.
The door swung open and be came
forth. Never bad I aeon so profound
a tospair an-litat Which I saw On his
face-the fare of Wolf Larsen the
tighter, the strong man. the Mental-
table on*. For all the world like a
.wietian *Wising her hands, he raised
his a-lend-we flats end groaned. (Ins
list uncicasecl, and that open penal
swept across hie eyes as though
bruahing avemy robwebs.
"God! God!" he greened. and the
clenched flats were raked attain to the
infinite despair with which his throat
vibrated.
It was horrible I was trembling
all over, and I (meld feel the !hirers
rumens up and down my spine and.
the sweat standing out on rity fore;
head. Surely there can be little In
thin world more awful than the spec'
tide of a strong man In the =nicety
when he is utterly weak and broken.
But Wolf Lenten regained control
of hitnself by an exertion of his re-
markable will And It was exertion.
Ills whole frame shook with the strug-
gle. Ile caught his breath once or
twice and sobbed. Then ho was suc-
cessful. I could have thought him
the old Wolf Larsen. and yet there
was in his movements a vague sug-
gestion of weakness and indecision
He started for the companionway, and
stepped forward quite as 1 had been
accustomed to nee him do; and yet
again. in his very walk, there seemed
that suggestion of weakness and inde-
cision.
1 rose swiftly_ to my feet. and, 1
know, quite untonsciously assumed a
defiant attitude. He took no notice
of me. Nor did he notice the open
trap. Before I could grasp the situa-
tion, or act, he bad walked right into
the trap. One foot was descending into
the opening, while the other -toot was
Just on the verge of beginning the up-
lift. But when the descending foot
He Shoved the Slide Part Way Back
and Rested His Arms In it.
missed the solid flooring and felt va-
cancy beneath, it was the old Wolf
Larsen and the tiger muscles that
made the falling body spring across
the opening, even as It fell, so that
he struck on his chest and stomach,
with arms outstretched, on the floor
of the opposite side. The next in-
stant he had drawn up his legs and
rolled clear. But he rolled Into my
marmalade and underclothes and
against the trapdoor.
The expression on his face was one
of complete comprehension. But be-
fore I could guess what he had com-
prehended, he had dropped the trap-
door into place, clesing the lazaretto.
Then I understood. He thought be had
me inside. Also, he was blind, blind
as a baL—T 'watched him, breathing
carefully so that he should not bear
me. Ile stepped quickly to his state
room. I saw his hand miss the door-
knob by an Inch, quickly fumble for
it, and find it, This was my chance.
I tiptoed across the cabin and to the
top .of the stairs. He came beet
dragging a heavy sea chest, which he
deposited on top of the trap. Not
content with this, he fetched a second
chest and placed it on top of the first.
Then he gathered up the marmalade
and underclothes and put them on the
table. When he sferted up the coin-
panlouway, I retreated, silently roll-
ing over on top of the cabin.
He shoved the slide part way back
and rested his arms on in his body
•
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to be standing artund In their'
accustomed groups and clusters.
some of which are tall enough to
hide a calf In.
Talk will not destroy the weeds
aid our advise to Maafteld is to
be patient fur a few weeks Ion-
ger—jack frost will get 'em.
But we were in hopes that
none other were afflicted with a
similar brand of liquid refresh- I
mints, served a la hydrant. as!
Murray has been. it appear', '
however, that the village of Par-
is is indeed sorely afflicted along
this line. While Murray's water
is pronounced—At—toe drtnittng
easy Farris way of putting the
medicine on the back of the
horse's tongue by means of a
medicine dropper which comes
packed with the remedy. Farris
Our Big Special School Sale
is Now On.
School bells will soon be ring-ing. Prepare the children now.
We have arranged a special saleof school goods and are going to of-- fer school supplies and things towear -to school at prices that will • . or ggs. willnay --el Rlturn to this office and receive
S244
r„, (.1 hea:thy, Looking animals. Of A little child of Oscar Tabor's ft,r fresh eggs.—J. M. Cole. 2 reward.•i A c urse it increases their value died Saturday dight and was k..
Colic Remedy is not an experi-
fnent. It cures colic. We are
lbehind it and will refund your
i money if you do not get results.
X 'Sexton Bros.
III. I If it's a coffin, casket or robe,
hi [see our immense stock.—Murray
Furniture & Undertaking Co.
ii
Steel Sa14-
41 - Are being held all over the
country all the time. ,You as -a
la stock raiser appreciate-the value
•
.40.1.
"Sae Now That Ow
Owes Glut NI"
"filiTilirr Looser Tear Osiris
2.1.4)Za!rt's ti  Moder ars Osra
°It's hard to believe anything
sk Ulu, that In ',Oil a outsY. k Just 1.111w.1 tha corawith my nns•r mkt ,_ Aletaig•ortainly wenderfnit Taa
AT" is the west wonderful sofa-vete
It's &mt. WenvIvrful, lip ws, •ntrs•nrePsalm ma Caw Go Umiak.
ever known to•caussi you don't haveto foolanti nuttor *Yount' with your
terns. harnyos them uti with ban'daoa pr try t• dim them out.
iiI.1YN•IT" to a liquid. Yttu but oniltor• In et f•w ...vomit'. Itdries. It's patolo.n. rtit your otoek.'kg on right (lyre It. rut On Yourmaul's,. oho'.. You won't limy orhav• a corn "twist" la your face. Tilecorn, callus cr wart. will toos..n frontour 41Iory huitiou.
"OETII-IT" is the blaitioitAvil-
nr corn rernefly In the world.'MenYOU trite It you know wtef."CIPITPI-rr to rook' anti **e'er°.tnerulott1 by druitifiste P wh.rst,
a twill.. or pent on rre•fot of pries.-by Id 1.avvrenc• & (Thlesao,
:101%1 ill h 161 fa) Attil recommended
dollars to the taxpayers of this and friends in this section thedistrict. This money could be past two weeks.
well spent in making repairs on The Mt. Carmel meeting willthe rat and bat harbor now used commence the fourth Sunday in
September. Rev. Nall will do
t e preaching.
The holiness band, led by Rev.
-oln Copeland and wife and Rev.
Charlie Farmer, closed a great
revival at the Collie spring two
weeks ago, resulting in five pro-
fessions and 19 sanctified. They
also closed another meeting near
Kirksey last Sunday evening
, with one profession and 17 sanc-
tified. They go from here to
Benton. Rev. Copeland was call-
ed to the bedside of his daugh-
ter. near Mayfield, who has ap-
pendicitis.
Mr. Sam Bourland and wife
and Mr. James Dulaney and wife
visited relatives in Hampshire,
Tenn., a few days ago. They
were driven through in an auto- 1
mobile by Leon Cunningham,
making the trip in one day, go-
ing by the way of Hopkinaville
and Nashville.
Hood, Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
Located at the OM D. W. Dick
SW& Near Rowlett's factory
All Kinds of Building Material, Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Oils, Etc.
We Believe we Can Save You Money.
We Know we will Treat You Square.
•
ray or in Old Salem cemetery.
save . you money on children s .11 they need a_ regulator and': ried at &lye Carmel Sunday.
hi3 regular al,. ':01c1111!111M1111111111111M111111111111111MillinfilliiiiiIIIIIM
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THE MURRAY LEDGER
0.3. JEN-KINGS. E.orron.
at the pastothu• at Murray. kentuuky, tot trausulissiou through
the malls as **pond °lass matter.
• 
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-TM PROBLEM OF THE SOIL.
"Leaps tho boy and girls in
Abe country through better _and
ire attractive social conditions
sta4 by mating countrylife more
eiresitable in adnancial way" ip
eke rather lengthy but entirely,
muteibte etogan w Pitch was adopt- '
ed at the recent nleeting "of the
Jefrerison CountylTeachers' in-
stitute.
There are many-advantages in
cfsantry living, but they must be
—mined," as it were, out of the
ronment. There is no innate
magic in the country which will
*sake for human health. wealth
in happiness in the abstract, but
there are 'east resources for all
-three if they are sought out and
utilized. "Earth gets the price
far what earth gives us" is es-
aerially true of the rustic dwell-
far. but in order that the soil yield
what is necessary for his health
mad comfort he must do his part.
-grown earth, untitled and un-
reaped, is merely potential: the
atowebare must line out the fur-
sar.sy, the harrow must crumble
the aods, the seed must be se-
leetied with discrimination and
e green, growing acres must
be looked after with zealous care
--sista the dawning of the harvest
• 'Moon. Then, Providence benign.
2y withholding drouth and flood,
eise tiller of the soil may reap in
spesce what he has brought forth
* the sweat of his brow.
Mr. J. B. Sibley, of Anchor.
.e. in addressing the institute,
!laud that it would be morespbene-
Icial to the boys and girls of the
-wintry if they were taught more
rsceze economies and less gram-
mar. Of course the country boy
-zee talk about sheep without
'knowing whether the word is
  singular or plural, for all that
_eloerns him is the number hel
- eau drive to the shearing pen
----vad bow to keep his neighbors'
Alms from decimating his flocks
veleta nocturnal attacks. The
.....nantry girl need not know the
dirivation of bovine in order to
milk the cows. Mr. Sibley said
•iarther that the country girl
should keep her kitchen in such
-wrier that she could take her)besau there instead of the parloris ease necessity should demand
This admonition needs neither
logic or grammar to enforce its
meaning. The country girl who
has been Properly trained by a
mother %%ho knew all the anglea
of brood housekeeping will see
that the kitchen is kept in order
ottitput. a mandate from the
'',444)4mm h„ittiff up. _ _yettberel r poses t color-is—very twat-
lar to that soothing beverage thatis no reason why she shouldn't ,
know her grammar as well as made Milwaukee ruinous, nen
she knows how to cook parsnips when used for bath purposes it
or bake a cherry pie. There is is necessary to substitute u cue
nothing incompatible in being knife for the bath towel. The
able to avoid saying "between Par isian of recent date gives this
you and l" and knowing bow character of description of the
long beets !nue boil before they Paris water:
are tender. ' More cases of typhoid -fever'
The rustic home to be really 
have been reported here this
,
attractive must be an enlighten- 
semasnoyn than before in a great ,
years. And those wholed home. The head of the house have noticed -- end who coirld;should know the difference be- help but notice it? the condition I
tween the Balkan States and a of the city water, are not sur-
It 
be able to discuss something harfemud an u looksol"„ "1'
s%d, et 
r st. 
are to
)t tit
rudi ageaf 
ron
unti ;balking mule. The motlier should riPiseadi:an
more elevating than how to keep better than would the water from p"' "ear.strawberry preserves from fee. any mudhole in the county. Rs- i
menting in August. The boys
might profitably know a little
more about mechanics in a gen-
eral way than how to set a steel
trap or whet a scythe. The girls
Should improve their vocabular-
ies by adding a few good books
to their study of the language
of the flowers and the stamp
tittion.
Improving social and financial
conditions in the country to the
extent that the country boy will
not fly to the city as soon as he
is of age is a big problem and
one that to be solved at all must
be solved intelligently and with
due regard for the fact that he
is human, with human aspira-
tions and desires and with an in-
nate conviction that he is entit-
led to see something of life be-
fore he dies.—Louisville Times.
OTHERS AFFLICTED ALSO.
Murray isn't-the only village
on the map as is evidenced by
reading the following articles re-
garding conditions prevailing in
the villages of Paris and May-
field. Mayfield seems to be af-
flicted with the usual rank
growth of weeds, similar to Mur-
ray, as evidenced from this from
the Times, of that city. for a school bulling. We believeThere has been --tonsiderable it the duty of the board to re-talk pro and con—mostly con— scind the adjournment orderabout weed cutting around town,
• 40...but so far all the weeds appear A Vivid Coatrut—
Exists between the old, clumsy,311M/*114*. 1-4S.1,S.I4S.0',1E.141.411112.14.1 drenching method and the new,
NOW FOR SCHOOL
ther than water the stuff they .
get from the hydrants resembles!
soup. It seems that the time
has come to remedy the condi-
tion of the water in some way.
Let the proper authorities look
to this matter and at once. Un-
less something is done promptly
we believe that a general typhoid
epidemic may. result.
The fall term of the Murray
school wIll convene next Monday
morning. The building and pre-
mises are being prepared for the
opening. After a week's session
the school will be adjourned for
the meeting of the Calloway Co-
unty Teachers' Institute, which
convenes Monday the 18th for a
five days' session. It is regret-
able that this adjournment comes
so soon after the opening of the
school, as it virtually means the
loss of two weeks' time to the
pupils of the school. Under the
law teachers in fourth class cit-
ies are not required _to attend',_
county institutes and just why
adjournment is necessary is not
evident to the Ledger. Aside
from the loss of time it means a
financial cost of several hundred
Kelsey limas.
We had nice refreshing show-
er a few days ago which did
muth good to our late corn and
tobacco.
Tobacco cutting is the. drder
of the day and some are' almost
done white others are just corn-
mencieg. The crop is very good
in this section of the county.
Our school opened two weeks
ago with about 100 puptls in at-
tendance under the management
of Piot. Lloyd Creason,
pal, and Mr. Dick and Miss Ruth
Tucker, assistants. A large
crowd was present the first day
of school and it bids fair to be
the best setsion for many years
past. The patrons and friends
seem to be interested in the
cause of education as they never
were before.
Mrs. Birge Nail has malaria
trier.
Arthur Blalock's little girl has
spinal trouble.
Miss Fie Manning, of Hick-
man, Ky., was visiting relatives
Nursery Stock.— I am- the_ -to-
cal repreetqative of the Vienna,
Ill., Nursery and can supply yourSecured or Your Money Batik needs in all kinds of nurserytItrainoti in Ktkekinuatbitt.uaLhstions,...ligibut”mu i'rrts...001n.flin,.4,Nt.h.iut . 
This firm has a very fineran tains It at etalegr t bu wte mail rite 1,...(hr
IL 
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stock.
line of two year old stock of ap- •l'adociA, liy .
qk
;pies and peaches at 20c and ot..
er fruits accordingly cheap. In
ornamental shrubery of every
kind they make a specialty. Any.
"thing you need they have and I
will appreciate your order.—J.
C. Broach, Murray. Ky. 7276
For Sale. —50-acre farm 6 miles
, north of Murray on Almo and
Kirksey road; 3-room dwelling,
'6 stall stables, 2 new tobaccobarns, good water, good orchard,5 acres in timber: land all freshand in fine state of cultivation;17 acres in grass. Terms andprice on application to R. L.Jackson, Almo. Rt. 2. 7278*
Overlend car, f-'3 Model T.,
practically as good as new, has
been run only 1,S00 miles. Anew
car bought this year: looks and
acts like a new one. Just run
enough to make engine run
-smooth. This is a large size Ov-
erland cart Will save you money:
priced for quick :sale. Address
F. C. Burnett, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone Cum. 31. 83I2
school outfits. Be sure -and at- 4 tonic. to help nature keep . them Rev- 1\ 31tend this sale arid bring ithe .6ridition. B. ,Tnoniaa' pointment 14, hirksey _Sunday. —
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1 AU /arm at Law
taillani; Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, McCracken, Gra Mu
shall 
ves, -
asd Calloway.
• I am prepared to make loans on improved farm lands
at a low rate of interest in either of the counties men-
tioned above in the sums of 0,000 00 or more on five, ;ea,
fifteen or twenty-yiariustim- e. About lialf _the lue
be loaned on desirable property. All or any part of a loan
may be paid on any interest paying day, interest being
stopped on partial payments made. If you are in need of —
a farm loan call to see me, or write me a letter and I will
call to see you. .
0. SPRADLIN
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
0410041.040040040040000o4,040041/04/0411004/1041>
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY- Pima-tiled-C*4H
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, THUMPS.
It destroys disease Siting, regattes the howels. aids digestion an I-rvine. hogs to bitten l'.e it in the teed mut dunk and )0 , •hon. will never Is.kerr alsolers. 10.14 only ‘r. a month for ,,hbo,rDon't wa,t until they get .,1t. Peron rying your hoes th.. med. -Iileve and keep them tree from storms and disease At A:1 Drugatr.a.
SOVIDON SLUED! COUrANY. lostadtoes. Sr.
Sold in Murray by H. D. THORNTON.
--
For Sale.-60 acre farm 1 mile
west of Almo on rural route; 40
acres fresh land; good house of
3 rooms; good stables, good frame
barn; good water; 45 acres in
cultivation, balance in timber.
Will sell this place at a bargain
as I own another farm, Call on
or write W. M. Thomason, Almo,
Rt. 2, for price and terms. 81012*
For dyspepltia, our national
ailment, use Burdock Blood Bit-
ters. Recommended for stren-
gthing digestion, purifying the
blood. At all drug stores. $1.. 0
a bottle.
For Rent.-1917, small place
just outside of Murray: several
acres of land to cultivate. Call
at the Ledger office for particu-
lars. 8312'-
For Sale. -
One small bottom farm near
Martins Chapel church, south-
west of Murray. Price right,
terms easy.—See W. H. Finney.
:.3tock Remed,y is guaranteeo 1.0y Cottage prayer meeting was
•••••••
.II••••••dren with you: Free souvenirs ,:14 us to give satisfaction or vi,e re- held at C. W. Watson's Friday =;with every purchase of 25c. 7,1
Come in and Sec the Many Bargains 11111113 A 
day night. Everybody invited.
James W. Lawrence and fami-, —We are Offering. ly visited relatives near Paris. .=
tan;± yourmoney.—Sexton Bros, night. A meeting will also be —
 held at Paris Swift's next Fri.
MINEM.
111•••••
! For Sprains, Lameness Tenn., Saturday and Sunday.
*sit Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism Tom-Ross's little girl, aged six
Johnson & Broach Pesn:altalAutittis
5, 10 and 25c Variety Store
For M n and Bea t
25c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
e
months, died the past we -k.-
Tom Boy.
.1•111
IBM=1.
1••••••1
IMI=E1
••••••
I will hold my annual colt show =
at my residence on the fourth
o'clock. 
Saturday r‘vt Settoedmybi:rvitaetd.2_10.
H. Ellis. -H . 972'1
--•..eseas-.5eteter
..111•1•1111/
IMMO
OSITiON
Lost—Diamond brooch in Mut.-
Malaria
in the system destrovs energy and makes tile_ moat sig..yous-worker feel lazy. Uttlevs corrected—it—brings on ''the c1111,,
HIERBINE
Is a Powerful Medicine
for Torpid Liver and Malaria
The malarial- germ cannot exist i•I the system under the search-ing influence of Herbine. It purifies the stomach, hver and bowels,driveS out bilious obstructions and puts the in _rnal 'organs infine healthy condition. Price 50 cents.
JAS. r. BALLARD. Progivistor Sr. LOUIS. MO.
••••••
••••••
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r.mpire wheat drills and Oit
• Brand fertiliser for wheat and
grass. Sexton Bros. 973
C. C. Hughes and wife spent
the past week the guested rola-
in St. Louis, !do.
Smith left Theredily
morning for an extended visit
to relatives in Tennessee.
Miss Lena and Mr. Bailey Pitt
-bays returned ho_me from MR ga-
tended visit to relatives in Spr-
-
Call and see Miss Mt ador's
new and beautiful line of will.
Iwo, at Belleof11, Son & Young's
store, Cherry,
Miss Maryleona Bishop, who
has been so delightfully enter-
tained in Mayfield the past two
weeks, returned home Sunday.
Mrs, Gila Moores, of Nashville,
'ruin., arrived here last Tues-
day to remain for some time the
guest of her parents, Burgess
Parker and wife.
Misses Estelle and Elizubeth
Groom, of Texas, daughters of
Henry Grogan, a former resident
of Calloway, are in the county 
the guests of relatives. -
Miss Nina Rudd returned to
Mayfield last week to resume her
dutics as a teacher in the public
-chools of that city. School was
convened there last Monday;-----
Will Smith, a well known citi-
--ten the east side of the 00111).
ty, was adjudged of unsound
mird in the county court Mon-
day and ordered to the Hopkins-
vine asylum for treatment.
Miss Mary Meador has returned
from market:with a brand new
line of millinery, a full line of
' ladies and childrens hats. Call• 
at Baucom, Son & Young's, store,
Cherry, Ky., and see -the line.
Soo the Murrey Furniture &
, Undertaking Cu. for coffins cas-
kik' or robes.
I You will and sorghum mills,peas and furnaces at Sexton
1 Bros. 973
i Mr. Van Stilley and wife, of
Benton, spent Sunday In Murray
the guests of Mrs. S. Higgins
l
and J. H. Coleman and family.
Zeb A. Stewart and family, of
Harlan, Ky., arrived here the
, paot week to spend some time
I the gueets of her parents, J. B.
Hay and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeph G. Gunner
left Tuesday morning to spend a
month In Denver, U,To.-- They
, Bee the finest line of caskets 11111.111111111111.1111111MINIMINIS.1111111111.111111111111111111
in Western Kentucky at the Mut-
Edwin Bourland, Neva Waters Ki
and Perry Thornton left Monday
of this week for a several weeks' g
Stay on Blood river,
T. B. Thompson will preach at
Union Grove Church of Christi
next Sunday at 11 o'clock, also g
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
You sr! inyited.
Mrs-. Hattie Beale returned
home the latter part of the past, g
week after an extended visit to I
her parents, Judge T. P. Cook
and wife of Hopkinsviiie, 
ad yeu noticed the .scarcity
will visit Colorado Springs, Maio of flies for the season of tbe gis
Ito% Pikes Peak end other points year? Keep on swatting until
of interest while on their vaelie the very last, the results of the vi
good work dune is very notice. •
Mrs. II. B. Taylor and chit- ble-
dren, Boyce, Jr., and Miss Fran- John Mc Meloan, of Nashville,
ces, left Tuesday for George- spent lest trunday in the city the
town, Ky., where they will re- guest of his mother and daugh-
side during the school year, The ter. Mrs. Dee Mitchell and ba-
children will enter the George- by returned to Nashville with
town College., Mr, Meloan to spend some time.
%. Mrs. Tennie Williams, of Man-
leyville, Tenn., arrived here Tu-
esday and is a , patient in the
Murray Surgical Hospital where
she will undergo an operation,
--Shelia relative-or tile Sexton
boys, of-thia-eitr._
Mrs. Julian Dismukes. of Pa-
ducah, and sister, Miss Rozelle
Miller, of Hazel, returned home
this morning after attending the
Bar;:er-Hamilton wedding last
night at the home of John Ham-
ilton.--Mayfield Messenger.
Sunday Closinig.- After this
date we will close our meat mar-
ket and bakery on Sunday morn-
ings promptly at 8:30 o'clock.
We hope our patrons will remem-
ber this and govern themselves
 -accordingly. -Potts & Belcher.
Hayden Roberts, who was a
student in the Georgetown Col-
lege the past year and who has
been in Detroit Mich., for the
past few months, came in the
latter part of the past week to
be the guest of his parents, Syd-
ney Roberts and wife. He will
return to school in a short time.:
NI,. and Mrs. R. C. Whitnell
ann.-,.,.ire the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Anne, to Mr. Paul
Hornheak. The wedding. will ,
take place on Tuesday evenipg,1
4,0 September 12, at 7 o'clock, ati
the First Methodist church.
Fulton Loader.
, Mrs. Emma Bream° has sold
her coal buainess ta J. A. Ed-
wards and xoecta to leave in al
short tilde for Florida tc remain
severa! months. Mrs. .Breame
will be missed in business circles
but owing to.liey state of health
• Is coMpelled to seek a milder
arnate doing the winter. /
OLDER BUT STRONGER
To b.: healthy at seventy, prepare at
forty, is sound advice, because in the
strength of middle life we too often forget
that neglected colds. or careless treat-
ment of alight aches and pains, simply
linclermine streqgth and bring chronic
weakness for later years.
To he stronger when older, keep your
blood pare and rich and active with the
strength-building and blootbnourfshing
Cr ies of Scott's limulsion which is a:tonic and a medicine to keep your
blood rich, alleviate rheunaatism an.1
avoid sickness. No alcohol in Scott's.
Scott* nawoe, simobeed, N. J.
ray Furniture & Undertaking Co.
A. J. C. Wells, of Irvine, Ky., The annual encampment, Ifni-
spent Tuesday in the county the form Rank, W. 0. W., at Paris,
guest of his mother, who is at Tenn., this week was attended
the home of Win. Fiser, south of by hundred. of Woccimen from
town. Mr. Wells moved to Ir-
vine from Frankfort about two
weeks ago. Alf susooliitid with
Belford Hay, a former Murray
citizen, in the practice of law.
lrvan Dunn., of the north-
west part of the county, left the
first of the week for Bowling
Green, Ky., where he will take
a special course in banking com-
merce. Mr. Dunn is one of the
most capa'ale young citizens of
the county and the Ledger pre-
dicts a brilliant success for him
in his new vocation.
Dr. Will Mason., Jr., attended
the Lincoln memmorial services
at Hodgenville, Ky., last Mon-
day as the only representative
-from Calloway county. Presi-
dent Wilson attended and accept-
ed for the federal government
the log cabin in which the mar-
tyred president was born. About
20,000 persons were present at
the services. Dr. Mason also at-
tended the opening of the repub-
lican campaign at Lexington,
Ky., candidate Hughes being the
speaker of the occasion.
Rev. P. P. Pullen has as his
guest this week his brother, Mr.
Billie Pullen, also an old soldier,
of near McEwen, Tenn. After a ,
few days' visit here the. latter! Moore is a capable speaker and
accompanied by Rev. Pullen will will have something of interest
make a visit to relatives in Far- , end importance to all who areinterested in the welfare of themington, Ky., where they will, boys of this city.
attend the 50th wedding anni-
versary of their cousin, B. N. Desaree, the eleven year old
daughter of Sid Worthing and
wife, who reside just north of
the city on the Wadesboro road,
was run down by an automobile
driven by Pat Beale, of Almo,
last Sunday afternoon and sus-
tained quite painful though not
serious injury. The little girl
with a number of others were
playing with a ball and when the
ball was knocked across the road
she ran in front of the car to get
it and was run down, the fender
striking her in the side knocking
her to the ground and one wheel
passed over her leg below the
knee. The car was making only
an average speed and Mr. Beale
made every endeavor possible to
avoid the accident.
Pullen. A large circle of rela-
tives and friends are preparing
for the occasion, which is the
golden wedding anniversary
Paris Post.Intelligencer.
The ownership of the West
Kentucky Real Estate Exchange
is now composed of Joe Ryan,
Monroe A. Thomas and Monroe
Peeler, Messrs. Thomas and Peel-
er acquiring the interest of Mr.
C. H. Bradley in the firm the
past week. In the future the
business will be conducted under
the firm name of Ryan, Thomas
& Peeler. The new personnel is
a strong one and composed of
hustlers all the way around. Mr.
Ryan has been connected with
the firm for some time and Mr.
Thomas and Mr. Peeler are both
widely known citizens of strong
influence and will add strength
to the firm.
Felix Skinner, a negtre, shot
and wounded his wire at her
home near the Ryan 'residence
last Sunday night at about 8 o'-
clock. Skinner and his wife
had been separated for several
weeks, and when a quarrel re-
sulted from a visit to ha. home
Sctinner fired two shots, dhe ball
taking effect in the face, result-
ing in only a slight injury. Lon
McGehee, also a negroNnade en-
deavor to prevent the shooting
and was knocked down with the
butt of the weapon by Skinner,
but doubtless he saved the ne-
gro woman's life. All parties
were arrested anti Skinner is in
jail in default of bond to await
the action of the grand jury.
• ' I.
• '•
- 6'7 •
1.•
all sections of Western Tennes-
see and Kentucky. The Potter-
wn team is attending and the
Almo band is furnishing the mu-
sic. The camp its in charge of
General R. T. Wells, of this city.
Lindsey G. Edwards, son of
U. 1L-ft Memphig whlekiras
wrecked off the coast near San
Domingo Cify the latter part of
the past week. The warship was
driven on the rocks during a
storm and a steam pipe bursted
almost completely wrecking the
vessel. About thirty members
of the crew were killed or drown-
ed and scores of others injured.
Edwards escaped with slight
wounds. The little fighting cruis-
er is a total loss. •
Rev. J. A. Moore, of Memphis,
Sunday school field secretary,
who has been conducting a ser-
ies of meetings at the Methodist
church since last Sunday, will
deliver his famous lecture, "The
• Boy Problem; or Some Explora-
tions Into the Kingdom of Boy-
hood," at the church Friday
night. A special invitation is
extended all parents and teach-
ers to attend this service. Rev.
ANNOUNCEMENT
E wish to announce to our friends and patrons -
and the. public in general that we will on the
first day of September put our business, on a strictly
eash-bitgiu—
It le not necessary to go into the merits and demerits of the
case of "Cash vs. Credit." It is plainly apparent that the cash
business is the most satisfactory way of doing business to all
concerned.
It is our earnest wish and desire to serve you to the very beg
of our ability at all times and we know that we can give you bet-
ter prices, better merchandise, and better service by selling for
cash only.
We wish to 'thank you for your patronage in the past and ask
a continuation of the same and to assure you that your wants will
always be taken care of to the best of our ability.
Graham Miller & Owen
Niarr, Kintacky
Stephen Edwards and wife, of•
this city, was a member of the Vi
•waririx -2Trii 2,--rs 114 rik rix *-1mi 3;1F lb
, H. D. Thornton, I. L. Barnett,
Lubert Lassiter and C. H. Brad-
ley, of this place; G. W. Dixon,
of Grand Rivera, Ky.; P.L. Sale,
of LacCenter. Ky., and Ed Grace,
of Barlow, Ky., compose a party
which left Thursday for Phoe-
nix, Arizona, to spend several
days looking at the country. Mr.
Bradley recently purchased a
300-acre improved tract of land
near that city in Salt river val-
ley, and to hear Ciharlie praise
the beauty and productiveness
of the valley one just naturally
-concludes that it is ,the location
of the garden 1W' which Eve
told Adam that the apple was
good, or the land that is decrib-
ed as flowing with milk ancl.hon-
ey and wild lucus. Soon after
returning hcme Mr. Bradley ea-
perots to gc to Facoex te ^elide
permanerotr
-•-!-----
News from Trigg County. foed down and scared the horse.
The herse ran and they were un-
A property loss of ,o(s was I able to stop him. Mrs. Bogard$41) ,
either jumped out or was throwncaused Saturday night when thel
warehouse and stable of R. E. , out and as a result her ankle was
Gilliam, merchant at Newstead, broken and the bone shot thro-
were burned. There was no in-
1
ugh the flesh, cutting the skin
Mrs. Joe Bogard, of near Gol-
den Pond, and her sister, Miss
Lois Haden, of Little Cypress,
who was on a visit to her, were
both very badly hurt in a runa-
way Tuesday afternoon. They
had driven in a buggy to the
home of a neighbor and on their
return to the Bogard home one
of the shafts to the buggy drop-
A USEFUL PAIN,
Have you a sharp pain or a
dull ache across the small of
your back? Do you realize that
it's often a timely sign of kidney
so that a number of stitches weakness? Prompt treatmentpurance on the loss. The tire
started from an explosion of gas- were necessary. She was also is a safeguard against more ser-
ohne when Hiram Kelly went in- severely bruised about the body. ious kidney troubles. 
Miss Haden was hurt about theto the warehouse after dark to Use Doan's Kidney Pill. Pro-
draw some fuel for a car for back and other parts of the bo- fit by this nearby resident's ex-
Will Long. Mr. Kelly took a lanT] 
was bursted, the attending phy-
dy, and the drum of her left ear perience.
tern along to give light. He set
sician fearing that the hearing 
Mrs. Connie Farmer, Iswkiir---
the lantern down a few feet  Paris, Tenn., mays; "Ty..may be impaired as a result.from the gasoline tank bat the phoid fever weakened my kid-
vapor from the gasoline caught While Robt. Garrett and wi • neys. I had severe backache',
fire from the flame of the lan- of Lamasco, were driving alonJ and a dull miserable feeling. I
tern, causing the explosion. In the road in a buggy near their was stiff and sore and couPd
a few seconds the entire ware- home last Friday evening, the hardly do my housework. Dizzy
house was wrapped in flames and mule they were driving became spells were common and black
the stable soon after caught and frightened and ran away, throw- spots floated before my eyes.
neither building could be saved. ing Mrs. Garrett out of the bug- The kidney secretions were un-
The store house and the scale gy, breaking two of her ribs and natural also. Doan's Kidney
house both caught and were put otherwise bruising her and it is Pills permanently cured me."
out. In the warehouse was a thought that she was injured in- Price auc at all dealers. Don't
large amount of merchandise, ternally. simply ask for a kidney remedy
including all sorts of farming A special from Clarksville says -get Doan's Kidney Pills-the
implements and machinery, 20 that a new daily paper will be same that cured Mrs,- Farmer.
tons of hay, over a carload of started in that city at an early Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Bet.
woven wire fencing, a great deal date. Clarence Albritton, who, falo, N. Y. .
of fertilizer, etc. There was at- was connected with the Record 1
—so a quantity of oirs-whieh bell,- for some time about fourteen 
f For Sale.-Registered Duroc
ed to feed the flames. Mr. Kelly pigs six weeks old: males a, Fe-
was burned in one or two places, males $5. Also have a fine cow
with heifer calf that can be hadbut his injuries are not serious.
for $40. Better hurry if you
want some of this stock.-ebas.William H. Hester, an honored Crawford, Murray, Rt. 1.
citizen living in the southern
part of the county near Shady Miss Gracie Outland, a well
Grove church, died on Wednes- known teacher of the east side
day of last week. Mr. Hester of the county, has been very ill
was a native of this county and the past ten days of meningitis.
was 75 years old. His wife and Her condition was critical for
five daughters survive him. - several days hut is gradually im.
Cadiz Record. proving.
years ago, will be one of the pub-
lishers: He has conducted a job
office in Clarksville for a number
of years.
sinetes=sconxnximmintmcnlazrraxatatv
YOU! YOU!!
We have you as a man who believes in the full purchasing paver of his
dollar when it comes to buying Lumber and Building Material. Are we right?
Then you will be interested in knowing that we carry the most complete
and best assorted stock of building material in the county, and if you get our
prices we get your business. Buy from the yard that carries the stock, that
gives the values, that does the business; that yard is at the J. B. Hay Lumber
Company's- cld stanck
WE CARRY CEMENT AND BRICK
Hughes & Irvan Lumber Co.
ttrittitX8SXICCIVOUN
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For Wear in
Autumn Days
An attractive frock of satin and
georgette crepe shows a very consery-
tithe interpretation of the new mode
which sometimes leaves the epecentor
In doubt as to whether the garment is
a coat or a dress. But in this instance
the coat indestion Is not very strong.
An underpetticont of crepe Is finished
at the bottom with it baud of the satin.
and a narrower hand at the front dec-
orates the panel effect..
The bodice is-simply cut and plain,
hut It sets close to the egure and but-
tons at the front. *berg theee-Is a
'square cut-out at the neck. This Is
filled in with a small vestee of crepe,
and a wired /MI is set about the edge
of the opening In the silk. The square
opening corresponds with the style of
the edice and saves the day for R.
The pinin bodice buttoning straight
down the front cannot lay claim to
becomingness.
The sleeves merit a little attention.
They are straight and rather full from
the shoulder to the cuff. The cuffs
Garbed for the
Dancing Party
When little Marie danoes she May
wear the very simplest of all frocks,
like that shown lp the picture. It is
nothing more than a streight piece of
bin-sttise-chiffon or crepe, accordion
plaited, and sewed Into a narrow band
of tine embroidered natiste or lace or
organdie. The pianod material is cut
out under the arms In a shaPow curve,
to make room for the arm, and the
hodyless skirt is suspended by shoulder
--igtespri of velvet ribbon. A rather wide
hem weights the silk a little and gives
the dress a pretty "set."
Under this very simple affair,. which
tiredly requires that one should •think
twice about it. an amide-petticoat. and
small bloomers of hatiste are trimmed
with furbelows of lace and ribbon and
disclose much more work in their
asulking than Is needed for the dress.
Short box and atrap ;•lippers are worn
with this Mincing garb,
are deep an& turned to n rounded
point on the upper side. They are
11:Milted with pipings where the
sleeves are gathered into them.
The satin skirt Is shirred at the top
and set on to the bodice, making this
portion of the skirt and bodice a single
garment to he worn over the crepe
underskirt. There are similar destghs,
made of cloth, in which even less of
the crepe underskirt shows, and they
are those that leave no doubt as to
whether they fire coats or dresses.
For wear during the fall months, up to
the advent of cold weather, they have
everything to recommend them. Small
separate capes coS velvet or crepe and
fur, with bats to match, are offered as
accessories with these frocks, and no
outfit for autumn duys hus ever pre.
seated more etylss
Distinctive Gown.
A very distinctive gown Is In a mole-
gray fine quality gaberdine, the box-
plaited skirt carried above the high
extended waist line In little buttoned
patties on n corsage of channeuse and
finished with the slightest of white
chiffon and lace trimmed back cella-1S-,--.
A coat of rose-colored faille provides
an outer garment for the festive occa-
sion of this little miss. It has a plain
toady and box-plaited skirt and fastens
at the front with snap fasteners. A
row of small pearl button, set close
together make no pretense of being
neeful, but they please the eye. The
little cuffs and c.islitu• are of fine eyelet
work and embroidery on batiste.
The little bonnet is made of wide
ribbon In light rose color. It Is shirred
In rows over small cords and has a
soft puff for a crown. A big rosette
of the same ribbon Is posed at the
back, which Is unusual 1.11 bonnets for
such small ladies.
Taffeta Blouses.
New taffeta blouses are quaint and
novel In design. They may 'be cut
long on the shoulder with a smell cir-
cular flounce set In where the sleeve
joins the shoulder. They_ ha e full
bishop sleeves. straight puns! frota
and beck. 'end collars UM With
small teal&
TILII =MAT =CM. arolkaAlr, KT.
SAVED BY HELMETS
MANY GOLIDISIlll ows LIM) TO
STOOL MiAbPI IMO
Isnot. 0r•in MOON and Machine
Guns. as Well as Shropnitt, Olone*
From the Protection. Doing
Wearer Little Harm.
eririalimeseopaiwdabitellallbeis 1611 16111.1111:sasaurallirrerthld thou-
sinus of Urea.
The great Anglo-114VMM otromelve
on the *extern freed has iwrveil tit
contIrra all that has listen hinted about
the .ug1_inverted aoultehual head-
gear, writes a I•ntli loll '.•iirrefililalltidiglt.
itt slimed every Louden litopittil today
are Melt %Vial WOre theta in the big
push men who wouldn't be there it
they hadn't.
It is eght to say that thousuottls of
Willett thee have been seised by the
Revel helmet during the last few
weeks. Censequently, theusienda itt
slightly wounded men In London hose
Otani &reedy are looking forward
to the day When they'll return to the
front.
An officer of the Royill Irish rifles,
formerly g London Simi-ruffles, is
(banking hie helmet for the fart that
he Is merely a light easmully luetend
iif a dead one. A bullet struck the
'steel hat at the betel In (trine plowed
ii furrow along the Mope and bent the
visor ovrr one to e. A few badly
bruised facial itneselem were the only
ill efTeete,
An ofileer of the Royal Settee by
virtue of hie helmet and a strong
frontal hone, com, letely at 1)1 ita
enemy bullet. Just before his bat-
talion left --thas trenches he pt'eret
over the parapet. A bullet struck the
!everted rim of the heltni.t and
thumped against the 4rtneer'r4 foro.
betel. It intuit.' it inesty tontine. A
fellow officer near by trotted his hel-
met with ehntimel. A jurostel piece
of steel richneheted off one stile rind
titre half the band off in the opera-
thin. Otherwise it would have hoop
Milt his head.
An (aver of the Lincoln relthnent
Iii a big Limilonjetepitni today swears
that he felt and heard machine bul-
let,u ruining off his metal hat. One
came a little leer and clipped hie
cheek bone, so he had to come hack
to Ismilon for netters.
A lieutenant of an Ha at Lanenshlre
Imitation had his helmet literally shot
off his head. '
'Two German pills must have hit
in the slime place," he said, "becnuse
one came through and burrowed along
my ectilp."
This officer, like hundreds of his col-
leagues of the 'died-hatted army. will
be imek in the war game within u
month—thanks to the Frenchtnnn who
months ago studied pletures of nn-
cient warfare, /did was Impressed with
the headgear of Sixteenth century
warriors. - —
Steel hats press the head, are hot
and have to be fastened under the
ehin with it leather strap. But Brit-
lettere just now—thoge who know—
are thanking their many lucky stars
for Linville undergone the !neon,
venience.
New Idea for Paris Salon.
A dispatch from Pane to the New
York Herald contains the statentent
thnt when the next salon Is held possi-
bly a section will be devoted to
linersy and dtestennicIng. The Idea, It
Is said, is put forward.hy M. Delville,
a Paris municipal councilor. Ile holds
'that often there is as mueh artistic
fitney and skill in a woman's toilette
or a new hat model akin a picture or
piece of aculpture. He asks why one
of these characterbitie products of
Parisian taste and imagination should
not have a place in the salon, where
goldstmitlis' work and other branches
of decorative art are always exhibited,
and attract as nitwit attention as
lethalness The dressmaker and mil-
liner wit, have come into their own
when for "creations" In gowns and
hatm they can claim medals such as
were awarded to Rosa Bonheur. What-
ever the basis for the report which
the Herald prints, certainly It indi-
rates a jaunty spirit of confidence
reigning, In spite of the war, in the
breasts of French costume makers.
Pickpocket Lost a Watch.
If a man whose watch was stoles)
the other night while riding downtown
fretn Wilson avenue on a Broadway
car In Chicago had discovered his loss,
nod if In consequence a detective had
Kenneled Charles Oakley's pockets.
Mr. Oakley would have had some diffi-
culty in explaining how the missing
watch got there.
Mr. Oakley pulled the watch out of
aim pockets along with a bunch of keys
the next morning as he started to open
the door of his office. He went to the
Chicago Tribune to get some light on
the mystery.
• "Some dip. fanned a guy for the
watch on the car and caught a dent
giving him the once over, so he slipped
you the Ingersoll before making it get-
away," the office boy explained. "You'd
been the goat If a showdown came in
the car."
Depressed Debater. _
'it an interest-lei quotation
from tWp Latin," remarked the student.
"I d 't want to hear It," replied
Farmer Corntotatel.
"But It relate* to current political
discuselon." . .
"That's jes' whese I quit. They've
rung Latin into law, medicine an' even
Into agriculture. elf I'Ve got to he a
Latin scholar talk politics, I'm ready
to quit ronrerantion entirely."
level.
J
TAKES THE PLACE OF
DANGEROUS CALOMEL
I
•
New Discovery! Dodson's Liver Tone Acts Like Calomel But Doesn't Gripe,
Salivate or Make You Sick—Don't Lose a Day's Work—Harmless Liver •
Medicine for Men Women Children—Read Guarantee-
Licht Calomel makes you sick. It's horrible! right up and make you feel fine and 
rigorous I
Take a dose of the dangerous drug tonight and want you to go back to the store 
and get your
tomorrow you may lose a day's work. mottoy. Doti 
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver which causes sale of calomel iecal
t.inev r Torn,(tisr i d
real liver 
liveesrtro myrii,igicitihe!
necrosis of the bones. Calomel, when it comes in- entirely vegetable.. therekire it can not 
salivate or 
.
to contact with sour bile crashes into it, breaking make you sick.
and cramping. If you are sluggish and "all 
ToIneguawrialintiexeittlyiaotutrineslsulgxgRiasifliiti liivtef 1.1 htxetol v.di:IsrkLiveriit up. This is when you feel that awful nausea *
knocked out,- if - your 'liver is torpid and bowels clean your bowels of that sour bile and 
constipated
constipated, or you have headache, diziiness, coated' waste which is clogging your system and 
making
:tongue, if breath is bad or stomach sour, just try a you feel miserable. I guarantee that a bottle 
of
spoonful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone tonight. Dodson's Liver Tone will keep your entire family 
.
Here's my guarantee—Go to any drug store feeling fine for months. Give it to your 
children.
and get a 50 cent bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone. It is harmless; doesn't gripe and they like its pleas.
Take a spoonful and if it doesn't straighten you ant taste.—Adv.
....—.--- —
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enither anti tryina iliploinatienlly 10
"Mutely yeti until to learn perrette ci tion made 10
heW (11 flaunt the its•eragem of the 
by the Close-Fisted
nor." he Auld. "That tenebev you
bitmeleill teems' and pinyeere" 
Coal__Dester.
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_ Ttie Wel infignatee - atid ratiesitaise. •were called tilt, Sid to one et itha
Or. B. F. Joskion,CsIsbeated Physician, letter. a coal merchant, home plates
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles Now 
was somewhere In n the North, a op,
peel was duly ninile.
"Aleut sys;ry puirry." wiim the COO mee
Writer Sees_ :MO* to Prides Ity the
First Titres Cienerations-of Med-
- ern Americans.
The Mirth Antericiiii child 1P1 too
often merely, the lay-product of titer-
nage. It serves as au outlet fo' thin
pride whIch the prows veined always
reitiesnably take in thettimelsest. it hi
iii I. cajoled, panitieriel, overstresiner
stid midentisentlitted, till there is
1.1o1Yeti a Mistime pigmy for whom the
world aeon gruwit bawd, who is ilemti-
tute of the petitionnry twined of (lithe
knowledge. Alan Sullivan %rites in
[hinter's' alugualite for August. The
world is Its footled]. It is 'smart be-
yond description. But there is in the
forced garden of its life no mhelteriel
lied where may bloom the flowers of
graciousinesei tir penu e. in retch will
be the new aristocrucy, and its tradi-
tions will be of grandfathers whO, by
virtue of that tins. native Atnerieun
longhendeihnees dellsered the goods
of their pert t HI Mid were printiptIy
suitably rewarded. But there will he
few trilditionts of courtlinesue scant
reminders that noblesse. oblige, unit
hut !wintered metnialee of Inherited re-
isponsibilities. The stentipiternisl dollar
Will still dominate. One generation
woo. too -booLsolleet log utal the ether
will be too 'busy spending. The sec-
ond generation offer% no premise. and
the third but little. '1'lle fourth will
prolmbly open a IleW null I finer inset..
Industrious Collector.
Misitress—You sny you are well rec-
ommended?
Ninid—lndeed, ma'am; I have 39 ex-
cellent referenetts.
Mistress—And you hate-twea Hi de-
!nestle service?
Maid—Teo years, ma'ain.—Stray
Stork-s.
Approval.
"Do you approve of the study of the.
chiesics in theme sitiestleal times?"
"Yes. Those old stories of the Tro-
jan betties are good things to have
around. Then enable you to -talk
about war withont danger of starting
serums argument."
Too Much for Him.
"I was tit the department snore the
other day when all the lights went
out," said Lightfingered Jim.
"What lurk!" chuckled his pal.
"What did you get?"
"Rotten! I was In the grand piano
-department.”
No Need to Worry.
Rankin—My wife speaks six differ-
ent languages.
Phyle--I wouldn't worry.
Itankin—Whaffilye mean worry?
Phyle—She can only talk one at a
ttme.—Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.
A Soother.
"Bliggins is 1111 oat111118t."
"Ni), he isn't. Ile talks that way
bemuse things just now are going
.pretty much the way he likes and he
doesn't want anybody to make a fuss
and disturb thews"
Fragile Distinction.
'"Ilow does Bliggins get the reputa-
tion of being such n clever nian? He's
always getting into some new kind of
troultiest
"Yes, where he shows his clever-
nette is by getting out again."
No Need to Learn.
"Do you think now that women are
in politics it will take long for a
woman to learn how to become a
boss?"
"Friend,' you're- not mareteit—. are
you?" -
Leading to Improvement.
Improvement comes, find, by agita-
tion, then by cogitation, and In the
end by perspiration.,
Must Be on the-Level.
No men qui be at his level beet
wills - (Rennet do all he does on the
•
we could from up here."
"Wlutt will I put he? ilown for?""Aw, go on lignite!" retorted the otte
Keel, the Home Fires Burning.**en eassigely, "You ain't got no hied-
"Can't be done," declared the con-nesim gone to 'a ball genie. You're one
yen muu etutiluttlaully,_futiling up hisof theme blamed paelflsint, thee* what
you are!" pnpeem. "If you Won't subscritte I'll
Inks jolly good rare you get no free
:till ertising on our prOgrata."—LondonMee. Oraioulated 'Eyelids. More and Inflamed _
Eyes WealBALKAIN.s* promptly by ttop owe Of MOYAbT arm erg..
SYS -Adv.
Polielbility of Combustion. Weak, Falnty Heart, and Hysterics
tan be rectified by taking "Renovine" •The danger of tire from oil-soaked
heart and nerve tonic. Prie3ocand5i Aft
.1
sold under the name of "romenina,"
Price 50c and $1.00.—Adv. c hoist's reply to Ille l'01111111ttee'M rep
Mollycoddle. reeentative, 
"bin Ales 'omitted suis
"Did you mee that?" sidled She ex- erriblie Me it' these things.'
ties! ittitit in the htitittitti Ito. ..Thja "Well. you'll give us an erder fin 4...
robber 'if un lumen. calls Gilligan ottt. Ha 1111verilsealeat 1/11 the 
program?'
at third and Rafferty never visite eniareisted the culler.
with In a foot of tonchin' him." The rind merchant- shook hire 
head
"It loitkeil thief wily to tae, too,.. Trti.is 1, ',widen inmeration 
seized hillm
MI MI tied the mull litedde him. "Still. "Ah'il tell ye wine Atilt due, 
though,*
I dare say the umpire could see the hr sni't "Alen get 11111 dochter tat
play better from where he Wait than sing for Ye•'.
"Right you fire," Kalil the ot her.
rugs murk ne many beitsekeepere keep
on howl for %sitting up sarniehiel Sermon of the Stove,
flosrs isite dienotteiratell nt it tire-risk %11 Alubsinin Markey wasi telling •
exhibit given In 11 New York. %%Indies' ,
were placed in the %%inflow with a pin- apt. prettilier wasn't feelin' err good
ritiee A (Finality 'if oil-winked rites 
irterel 'if eertaiti church service he
curd stating that tiwy were 11411)te to last Sunday.' he said, "an' he Hittite
Mid tofu-titled.
take tire at uny time from inetatitimis de stove preach de sermon."
oils combustlint due to the «mote ow stove preitetir
the atmo•Kiiiiere upon the rugs. A num. "Yessult; made it red-rot from top
her of email blitzes %seri. started. by to bottom, an' den he tells de sinners
combustion tied; itinee within NeVea
rugs In this window. litsline Instance tehrintikilikne.ra, good look at it, an' go to
hours after the rugs Were placed. in lf we could only live on the nilvieel-position.. that other's give us, the high cost of
!Meg would lose its sting."
IT IS IMPERATIVE
that you keep a bottle of Mississippi
A Difference. 
..
Diarrhoea (Sorriest In 'your medicine
"Have you hail your vacation"chest. In constant use fur fifty years.
"Yes. Just finished It. Ness ISnPrice 25c and 50c.—Adv.
going home mid get some r .., 
-.Handicapped. 
First Stranger (to second stranger.
who Is sporting a massive watch-
Dees your hack ache constantly?, Do
clinrin)—What's the time, friend?
Second Stranger—Cun't 'tell, jitst
or lifting? Do you feel all used up-- 
II
le-
youtilave sharp twinges when stooping
' First Stranger —Can't -tell- rue? asforitf. yo:ihcaetulwditjhustbgaocknaocht
new, mister.
eu,rtilheardache,
You've got a wittele atu't you?
dizziness and urinary disturbances it is
Kidney weakness brings great discom-
Seeond Stranger—Yes. I've gest a
match, nester; but the warned mine 
no wonder one feels all used upstopped about a months  Jig' one mein-
:
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured than-time,-an' ever since I ain't bees ahle sands of just such cases.' its' the best
to tell whether it's right hut-as I recommended special kidney remedy
hear the twelve o'clock whistles blow-
A Mississippi Case • :-in'. ,
'2s,sa,1M,,Mirgd,411. l ' i ejtisiLis.. slirslayueti•
strinsre ' ' I .rTnYdhottritthrrowmdatell- 
li
"It's dead easy to make tuoney in
N...:r1r and I had awful 
111
‘‘'all . street, If yes only know the
Sli
a blrden and I
'-'7';'; A ordered a I cle•y •grime."
sig; s #
enunt hai dry nee
begin to tenni. a thing or two :dean it
"Yes. but just about the time you
IfTi.r,)°,‘17..r biAlitatz: frinreasi bar2114.
puns In..n.if,yrklytwasuk.
they change the rules on you."
withwit sueces• 
. .
Indeed It Does.
good health. The ailistents have never 
.
.11fferent modwInes"Telephoneb are great rime savers,
returned." 
41->oan's kidney Pills restored me tcs
"Well. that depends upon who calls
DOAN'S "'"""YIP GM tik‘Sabli' Ili A" Slurs. 1111:11.1.,16:. is 
,
' F031XXAIDJIURN CO.. BUFFALO. ft. T.
tIA
Unstable.
Feel All Used Up?
aren't t hey ?"
0
04
you up." •
•
Brazilian coconut palms are believed
live from 600 to 700 years, and the
date- front 200 to 300 years.
Biliousness Means Suicide
The function of the liver Is to purify the blood and keep the system tree New laddecay. Constipetion. biliousness. weakness, dallnosa,ranaral Isailtudo and hiallicti7
lb* established nosed, Is
from an unclean liar% It is nothing kis Lisa skew sawn. to aliow sod) • 0•adjuou e.nuaus.
Dr. Thacher's liver and Blood SyrupIt as • pure. barrnlean and affective varetabis 1•**no4r. Priacribod by reputable Dhesteiansb...iliouietnese.taktneyenutsaoulaiabla, tilm,,Npuritorh :art, 
4.....hlool,Peienthp.leetiiv.inrd:orztr;:z.sure and Salting- Isla bettla today. Eno and at your dialsell• •TH INEDICIME CO: CHATTANOOGA, Tuft
TqzlimpLerh.enniPcsicsik staulqinuntAirk..
1 es eesereeeneeeee„.....„ereener
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Toil Others Rinerhoy Wore
Carried Safely Through
Change of Life.
Durand. Wis.—"I am the mother of
fearless °Wire, and I owe sty Ut. te
I gdla L Paktum 's
Vegetable Corn-
Culgi What I wasnd bad the
Gbang• of Life,
0 f r I ead recom-
mended it and It
gay* me such relief
from my bed feel-
ings that I took
several bottles. I
am now well sod
healthy and recast•
seed your Gompound to other ladles."
—MK MART R1DOWAY, pliflifid, Will.
A MatutacbtaitetteWotnan Wettest
Blackstone. Mass. — "My troubles
were from my age, and I felt awfully
sick for three years. I had hut flashes
often and frequently suffered from
pilna. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
VegetableCompound and now am well."
—Mrs. PlillUut COURNOYER, Bost SS%
Ilissluimes. Miss.
'Ruch warning symptoms as sense of
euffocation,hot flashes, headaches,back-
aches,dread of impending evil, timidity,
sounds in the earn, palpitaUon of the
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregu-
larities, conatipation, variable appetite,
weak nese and (tininess, should be heeded
by middle-aged women. Lydia E. Pink-
ham'. Vegetable Compound has carried
*any women safely through this crisis.
Your Liver
IlL Clogged Up
list% Why You're — sellens
—Have No Appetite.
_S.ARTER'S LITTLE
UVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days. tITLE
They do IVER
their duty.
CureCon-
stipation,
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick I leadache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Genuine must bear Signature
Dis,25 PERSONAL HYGIENEia water fee douches nape
pelvic catarrh. ulceration and Lallans.
metiers. Recommended by Lydia E.
Piakhant bled. Co. for tea years.
A dealing weeder for nasal catarrh,
eere direst and sore *yea. ExamiceicaL
Has extmorstrarary einstwieziwirwrisidel
Sal Ntirwortsslo Cernyasel. Erawn,Psitims.
The Difference.
"Politician, isn't lie?"
"(Sr. no. he'm a stutesintin."
"Welt, what's the difference?"
"A statesman, my dear chap, is one
who in in polities becalm. he has
money. A politician is_ one vrho has
money because he Its in Polities."
Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills have stood
the test of time. Test them yourself now. Send
tor sample to V: Pearl otreet. N. Y.—Adv.
His Characteristic.
-fltt Villa person seems deter-
mined to make alit the mischief he
vim."
"Yes, he's just .dying to make trou-
Ade." a
,e7 Take LUNG-VITA for
01.41tve been taking Lung-Vita for about
Mg months and it haa certainly helped we...
/eye MIR& molts, Toggle 141M tIonthers •r...
Memphle. Peon '4 Imre taken most all
kinds of medicine, betatose of it seemed to
help me untll I began taking your Lang-
Vita. 4 firmly believe that.Leing -Vita will
eompletely restorermreln!aeallh. and heart-
Lily recommend It loallwaffering with lung
trouble" If Lung-VIM will do this for Maw
Thu* why will It Sot ,do -the same for
Tour lion t nediewl .1111e aid. Go to your
dealer today oxidizer a bottle or If he hasn't
It order lured. Fifteen -Pay treatment Sin,
Thirty-6a). treatment 11136. Booklet upon
=et N . Nettliii .111INDICLN111. Nashville, Wenn,
inners core is as
CA V.° rr.,,,, 
od f orhi mat esipee• Sagorson•y will he=
' •nded without
hoots Care fairs to cure
h. filcaetee.Tetter, itiociesseso
gem? °taw stio Owego fie
bait_
Varawas by an drug senes•
or br meal from the
1.11.111sliards Medici.. Co., /berm IL
Bold far 47 years. For MaleiriseXhilie
tend Fever. Also • Fine General
&resit bating Toole. "W•11:1.".:'
p
olia•• been teroetested ire 0 A tzerrowitio.rioa „. ts4Lizt, FRE
write for valuable Doolt
IlawaalL WV. lira, 515 5. isaaleali mum
(Ceerright. telk by W. Li. Chapman.)
It had been a *lambing nay tin the
ceche tie. Interviste which Jorplerirti
hail thought at enmity had
against hini. Jrphoon was ruined.
It was the last epleode of a long-
drawn-uut !light Itaidula law- ii will&
line man, with a pultry five
had fought twenty lime* hiss wealth.
had fought a losing battle fur %treks,
culmitiating in this day.
Bitterly Jephown reneeted that -aim.'.
laxly in his office had betrayed hitu.
It was Edger, hie clerk, moat proliiitily.
.lephrsou mulled cynically as, lieutleh
and helplims, he matched the suave
11,4110I2111t gather his papers toyether.
"We're done for, sir," said Irklgur.
"I think ma," answered Jephistiti culm-
ly.
Miss Gurrett, his stenographer. put
the (rover on her typewriter. The
clerks In the outer room had Wendy
depot's!. Each was under ii month's
notice, Issued tit the lirgintilug of the
tight. mid revireable in case of victory.
They toad mostly found other berths
long Place.
"Edgar," said Jephson suddenly,
"you hnve got nnother position?"
"No, sir. I thought I'd May as long
as you wanted me."
"That will do." staid the raised nas,
With n sudden outburst of temper.
!Ron can go. It is no use coming buck.
I will send you a check tomorrow."
Edgar took hie hut told left the
recut. Miss Garrett put-On hers and
went to the Indies' _room te_ put on
her veil.- Jephitou was left 111011P.
It had taken Ma OVO yenreto jump
fiitm obererity-itite-Her4ight -of-pub-
He Opened a Drawer and Took Out a
Revolver.
deity. He had had fifty millions at one
time. The battle had been a grim one.
He had planned to dominate the Street
and the Street bed swept him away
and taken what bee had made. Jeph-
son smiled. Some day he would itome
back; but now—
"I beg your pardon. Mr. lephsoa."
Edgar was standing at his side.
Jephson looked up with a frown.
"I have reason to believe thnt Was
Garrett has violated your confidence."
"Reason?" queried Aeph son .
"That confidential piper about 0.. &
F, disappeared from my desk last
Week. It was the key to the situation.
I had taken the precaution to make a
copy. I found the original this after-
noon hidden in Miss Garrett's note-
book. I had suspected a leakage for a
long time. Here is the original, Mr.
Jephson, and perhaps you will recog-
nize Miss Garrett's writing In these
pencil notes along the margin."
He handed Jephson the paper. Jeph-
son took it, his hand shaking like a
leaf in a wind. So it was Millicent Gar-
rett. whom he had thought so loyal.
And be had suspected 'Edgar! What' a
blind man he had been!
-What shall you do, sir?" persisted
Edgar. "We can have her arrested."
"Oh. dear, no." said Jephson. "Let
her go. It doesn't make any difference
now."
"I beg pardon, Mfr.- She has ruined
you, probably for some man who pre-
tends to be in lOve with her. And she'll
go and do the same- to another who
hired her. She ought to go to yell'
Jephson turned to the other with
a smile. "My dear fellow," he said. "I
don't want my defeat to be attended by
any squealing, I want to shoulder all
the responelbillty, not have it "mid that
a girl bested me. See?"
Edgar withdrew. And Jepbson. sit-
ting there, felt a sudden revulsion of
feeling against the world. He had
planned to begin all over again; hut
now the fight seemed worthless.
He had always trusted Miss Garrett.
Ile had employed her lour years before
when she was fresh front the school ot
stenography. He wits pitying her thirty
dollars. 1'hen her mother Nws iii ne
lad given her a months VP on run
'T
pay, anti the oillee had bent at Hese
and seven'. Gil she moue bark. And tin
think that *be sin was •collation
hire I
Ii. %oohed a drowse' and took out a
revolver, Ile always kept It there be-
came, he had frequeatly 10 work at
night, with hundred llirmiand ta his
safe. It wee fortattatsAtt be had It.
Ile could void all his troubles by the
least premature of his finger on the
trigger.
He raised It toward his ferehead and
hentatsel. Ile was not in any hurry,
He wanted to drilberatir upon the act.
What would awn say of It? Awl did
he care what men said?
'Elie sound of light footateps outside
aturtied him. He thrust the rorrolver
hastily Into a drawsr, end looked up to
tree Was Garrett. Why hesitated aud
then caner up to him,
"I Wait say something befog" I SDI"
0410 a anslousli. alsould have
tout you Intuit before, but thou the mis-
chief was 11111Ie. Mr. Etigur hair be-
trayed you to the interesta on the Par
change."
Aattiutelisi, .lepliouni rose to his feet,
and at (hut monieut Edgar 111IIIP hur-
riedly In.
"I atm Meet Garrett Nene Info the
office, sir," kV cried, "nnti I thwided
that I nottidn't neeept your deviation. t
(+urge her in your presence with -"
"Steady," siilat .11.phiion. "Mien Gar-
rett has the flour."
A111114.1.111 Garrett turned upon 1.:41itae
with flaming eyes,
"Ile Mole that confidenthil paper
from your desk, Mr. Jell111441II!" Mite
cried. "I was In the cloakroom. Sat ur-
tiny ufterteem tibeitt a month Kau, mei
I saw him tromp In and fit a key to
your tittles. door. I knew hi. tli111 (10
busintrim there, anal sto—wv11, I watelted
hitn. Awl I KIM 111111 unlock yin* desk
and take that 0. & F. paper from it."
"Why.— l" ahouted Edgur.
"Go on, Miss (I u r re t t," id JePhdott,
raising his hand for Edgar to De PO -
lent. •
"I saw where, he put It and '1 con-
trived to get It. Ile didn't know this
the key if toy typewriter (leek tits that
lower third drawer. Well,V doeiChitiT
I took it. And I kept it, so that he
shouldn't sell. you out. net be
done so ntrendy, evidently." .
Miss Garrett's eyes dashed Ere.
"Why didn't you give it buck to nip?-
deittunded Jephrion.
"Becuume I wasn't sure," MI1P fair
lered. "I have been watching him.
And In the last week we have all
known you had been betrayed."
"Why, you told in.' to take that pa-
per. sir!" multi Edger.
"I did," meld Jephson briskly. "You
PPP, 111101 Gurrett, you acted in my In-
tercept, but euch of you suspected the
"Ile suspected me!" gasped Miss
Garrett.
"I did," said Edgar, a little Wiens-
[ably.
"Well, you'd better shnke hernia,"
said Jephson bristly. "Shake hands.I
tell you! That's better. And bushman
will be resumed at the same old round
tomorrow, and we'll fight it out as king
as there's rent In the bank and _petty
cash Inthe stamp drawer."
, For he knew that with subordinates
as jealous for him tot that no man
could ultimately fall. And Jeplaino's
heart went up In thankfulness that the
disaster had revealed this asset to him
et last—loyal hearts, such as a man
only finds when he needs them.
Find of Prehistoric Skeletons Tbat 14
Is Believed Will Prove of
Greatest Value.
Near the outekIrts of Los Anweles
Is a bit of ground ,underneath which
Ilea u bed of asphaltum. la this
thick, black eubetance are eraineealed
thousands of skeletons which ouce he-
longed to strange, prehistoric astvitele.
The owner of the 35-acre true( has
presented this subterranean treasery
of ancient secrets to the city of Los
Angeles with the understanding that
the search for fossils is to go on an
that the skeletons recovered are to be
housed In a museum to be maintained
upon the spot.
The Laltrea ranch, on which prehis-
toric bone discoveries were first made
three years ago, has already produced
the most striking collection of skele-
tons in prehistoric animals In exist-
ence. The country in that section must
have been a favorite haunt for strange
animals of all kinds In the dim ages
of the past. The theory is that these
animals wandered uneuspectingly into
the asphaltuth area, were overcome by
fumes, and expired. The asphaltum
preserved their bones in perfect con-
dition. Up to the present the elig3 •
plete skeletons of In imperial ele-
phants have been recovered, together
with hundreds of skeletons of un-
known species, including enormous
birds.
This rich discovery is destined to
prove of Immense importance to scien-
tists. who, up to the present, have
been obliged to reproduce prehistoric
creatures from more or less incom-
plete specimens. Montana. Nebraska.
and Wyoming have yielded remarkable
fossils. These, however, have usually
been recovered only at great labor, the
bones being incased in solid stone or
buried deep in the earth. The bones
on the Lai:reit, however. nre easily re-
covered, and it may Ire possible to
construct -from them a storjrst-the
prehistoric animal kingdom which.
some day will amaze the world.---Cin
cinnati Ti m es- St a r.
Cane Change.
Mrs.. Platbush—1 don't like your halt
Ilk.' that, ti;mr.
Mr. Plathush--Well., l'In not like a
woman. call have a differet.t lane
ot hair eyery day. .
Hie Caution.
46futher ue riling," related Mr. Gap
Joluesou of ilulitsia Wage, "labile I
was la bed, %rapped its the urine at
Mrrras. arid *Ito emiltina hi mildest.
She mudtletil) hollered for II1P to get
up quick, Weiss Bossily, the betty, had
its a ttnwer 11 iliTartef.
" I revlion not, just Pet.' NOY'
1. 'While I Edna., to nee a eluihul ii,.
IN. at saving illaprositiou this early lit
lb.- amuse, I thiti't want to flatter Gs*
'little curs by peilua nisi much atten-
tion him. "- Kunnas City Slur,
Peaty's "DEAD IIIMUT" as eltestIve
medisine for Worms or Tapeworm la admits
or ektkinru. Os* dem is stank/at sad, so
mypietueeial purrs aeorwearr —Adv.
Not Worthy.
"I %lab I could ufford to awn an au-
tomobile." 
"It (Weal take ro.4, money to buy
eat Giese dups." -
1 It . but I don't wont (heat kind.
I'd bete to 11U) 1111 P1110.11141 e 1111111 11111.
1011 1,1 1 UP /I nil 1110•11 low!. it Into elle of
those cheep ears."
Whenever Toe Need a Cameral Tonic
Take Grove's
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
chill Tonic is ritually valuable se a Gen-
eral Tonic INICA11110 it captains the welt.
known tonic properties et t,JUININE and
MON. It acts on the I.iver. Drives out
Mal•ria. Enriches the Blood and Builds
up the Whole System SO ;seta
- -
Prepared.
"I 111133 a perfect lout- oaf k-ilbettry
table sit Grimillie'ri this afternoon."
"MIL dear, et. dell't need it Ii-
hat'ary table."
"I k  love, but there're no tell-
ing %t hen vie will need one. since
Ctiele Ileerge govt. little Georgie that
!col chest ler
  Shattered Romance, ,
"Do reinenalter hob )01 use-al to
atop it the *hope um! 11411111 Iller brill-
(meta tool bonbons?" %aid the %%moult.
"rem," repiliel the mull. "There wits
renne eentiment about you tit Thoso
dup.'. Nita )1011 look! 1111 lily stopping
at the ohm.* and wending you
heron and berms.'
COVETED BY ALL
but possessed by few —a beautiful
head of hair. If yours hi streaked with
gray, or is harsh and etiff, you can rer
store it to its former beauty and lus-
ter by using "La Creole Hair Dress
Mg. Price $1.00.—Adv.
Welcome 'Change.
-I utak-nomad that skirts are going
Ii, he longer," remarked the obstervitut
citizen.
••That'ii pied," replied the tired bled--
ierr3 man. "Nlaybe next romition I van
go to It musical el • without imairita-
Mg I'm looking alt plain, everytiuy
street l'urude."
WHY HAVE CHILLS AND FEVER?
"Plantation" Chill Tonic is guaran-
teed and will do the work in a week.
Your money cheerfully refunded by:
dealers If it fails after giving It •
proper trial. Price 50e.—Adv.
Mildly Hinting.
Jimmon—lluilti. Smith. where ere
you hurrying off to?
Smith-0. just. I 11P last office to
complein of the beastly rotten deliv-
ery Nervier.
Jintsou---Why, what's the matter
now?
Smith—That Cheek you promised to
send Me tett days ago has not reached
ate yet, so I'm efeald it's gone astray.
—Stray Stories.
They're Scarce.
"What a beautiful girl Miss Stone
Is! Strange she has never married."
"Well, you know there are very few
men who can afford to provide a proper
setting for each a beautiful Stone."
900 DROPS_,
7/1.11811111.1•41111...10114•••• tttttttt Pt 00000
A reartiKeir -Ay for COOP
tion. soutSforsacti l
Worms, reverislillillos
LOSS OF SIMS •
Iac Seale Signaftai d
carrAint cover,Jr
NEW 'YOB
tt ft tOrittlIts 
4.1.1 is
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W. L. DOUGLAS
" THE SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SWAPS"
$11400 $3.50 $4.00 $4.50 & $5.00
_ _save monzegrwc=goew. L.
,tra. Poe ilDimmsseat 111.savirs Mose in t/se•ellsi.
W. L Dwain ems sal As nal prior is itompoi ea des beewon of ell than as as faseary. The value a speereselui awl
ill Weeder prototal said Id& ram fat inhaler sham The
iiregzon ate Ow MIA'I an; we Nana la San
dom due ile la= MI dream worth the
eon peel ler them
Thribme:147 et lIglitAs Itp mew
NAM
es is Imam Is ohs Amok&
ass seads 
Ste 
tage321.1. at
ruibritesmoisstillw:
mos. ti voZ5 seh so home
detesoisslas Ile ash. die Ise dos peke diet money
can hap.
Aab ~Wawa &Wasp for W. L. newel aka's. St Ilia oar
Sot essid you with the basil you w at, tahe ass ether
asralaa. Writs has lakerws.igibli 1 •
get atom of the Memos sitasibeerd of qualstilitiLilig=
hp milieu moil, promo.* Cr,-..
You'll have no trouble with this
wagon. It's made right at the start
and stays
FAIN WAGON
Is made of the finest air-dried timber to he had. It is a Imutl anode wagest'-
built by Ishii lett meehanies In t moat modern wagon factotry thewerhir
It taunt pass the most, severe inapectien knewn in the wagon iniaintlmil
before it as delivered to you. These at' atone of the reasons why tbe
Heti isttler it famous for its long life and light draft. Let us tell you more
about it before you buy a new wagon. A& pa Esis al Ea hasee he Ink.
Gide-Hooper Co., Memphis, Teas. Peter Mettler Ce., Adage, III.
Almost every woman at some time has had a coffee prob-
lem. Over a million American women have settled theirs
the same way! Read -what these six say—
"I recommend Arbuckle& Coffee
to my friends. I buy it all the time
bombs* it is better coffee." -Miss
Batt, Mercer, Ky.
"I use Arbuckles' because it is
stronger than 35c coffee and Ar-
buckles' packages are full I4
—Mrs. Vortaaltit, Coldwater, Kan.
-I have been using Arbuckles' for
years. and have always found it the
best I ever ueed."—Mrs. Johnathart
Iftgripp, Coshocton, Ohto.
"I have -seed Arboak.les' for years
and think there is no coffee to espial
it."— Mrs. J. L. Walper, Skeplsowlia-
town, W.
"I have been using Arbunkielf Os& -
fee for years. I think it is tier-al- •
coffee fit to drink." -Mr.. A.G. WOW --
Ian, Lay, Colorado.
-We hive used Arbuckle.' Coffee,
for ten yrars and have not yet found
its superior or equal." — Virgas oda-
way, Berarnrer, Ala.
Arbuckles' is the biggest selling, most popular coffee
in the United States. Have you tasted it? Get it at
your grocer's—either bean or already gtound—and serve
It in your home. Know why a million other women say
that Arbuckles' is the finest coffee they ever tasted!
Make your coffee earn lovely gifts. Save the signature
on every Arbuckle wrapper. Arbuckles' premiums are
as famous as Arbuckles' Coffee. Write for special pre-
mium catalog. Arbuckle Bros., 71-es Water St , New York.
What is CASTORIA
Castorla is a harmless sabetitute for Castor Oil, Pares,
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. IS
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nareutie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic. all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea. It regulates. the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend,
In Use For Over 30 Years
'
4. .4
ri :
4
•••,e-ssa, -.4-
A Good Time and GoodIdeas for
You at the
Nashville, Sept. 18-24 1916
Tickets will be oa sale Sept. 16, 17, 18, 19, IS, 21, 24.23.
RETURN LIMIT SEPT. 25, 1916.
Only $4.55 Round Trip From Murray
Over N., C. & St. L
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I Po A. IMIAIIT ItPhysician and Surison II .Special AttentionK' Difiesses of .4
t EYE, EAR. NOSE aad THROAT Is+
1 1i es 'rested. Glasses Fitted. i
.4
t 
Murray, Kentucky '+
Is
% 
Both Phones +
X
Office hours: +
9 $ It a. m. 1 in 4 p. m.
iti-lifte-ftefle-fle+tt+kt+le-tli+is+21-tu+
ebC84104LCZNO:=NbC::400•4:::).
OIL L4 ItErs D• RicHARDILITS
---Drs. Keys & Keys
Physicians and Serpens
Office: First Nation-
al Bank Building
Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
asCasscAscpesc,•czaesca•o•
1 
ii.:i. of this tract of land, running 167N. B. BARNET ; hiaory corner, •Anie being the F.P. -
,
' 60to a post oak, thencehickory about Ion yards to the coin.'Murray : : Kentucky east 167 poles to a stesstfrati arid postmencing, containing 12- acres, more
oak • thence $outh 60 1-2 pules to the11.0410•CD•CDt•C>•,C)••cD40 ,orlesta. aock.reeottleti--la-144+4- - '1-
SO, page 49S, calloway county clerk's
Oh- tand e_f_ N_SL....W....-Stubtstetlpht*
_ 
Vine. •
INS ell INVISIBLE ISIFOCAL
They give you th• clearest near
•nd far vision possible - no It,., to
oiascure your vision tritYPTITICS
rrunna Ptc•J Cr*.tock .4) have no seems
or lines lik• the 'old fashione4'.
double vision gloss04.
ORV1S C..1YELLS, Oetessiske
Offke All.. Building.
-
ol lot No 4 heirea hy .4 I'.
L Barnett, thence west to post oak.
ta;.the beginning corner. All the stid
_t rut sat e awl Apccept 144 &epee, 11..1 rto
hiy N H. Harnett In a ill% intim of the
lands ,if CA411)*14). Barnett, de ̀641,011,
NAM Ili acres Is cut off of the weed, side
and adjacent to ,io_s No. 110W owned
hy t 'I. in Roberts. and the north south
line. that 111,, running north and
• utlil are prrallel, heat lug' in the
lands herein cont.. lid iibia4 30 mtgs.
the Name more or1aus.
a*so,,ahs northeast 41) acres of land
out of the northwest quarter, section
Sit, township 8, range rant. kilo% II
as a part or tile calitiway Barnett
land and bowled as follows: Resin-
nine at 2 Wick o•ka the nuriltatat
Corner of said quarter. thence 'meat
711 poles to 2 black oak., thence south
MIN poles to 4 Itiirat oaks, thence # apt
lit polies to a stake, thence north PAIS
whew- to the heeitining, containing
40 1-4 erre., be the Name more or less
Also, the Lorth half of the south-
west quarter of seethe% 1. township
range east, Containing *acres more
or less.
For the purchase price, purchaser
with approted surety or securities,
must execute bond, bearing legal in-
terest from the day Of sale until paid.
and tiqvIng the force and effect of •
Ju4gment. Itiddets will be prelim-lei
to comply promptly with the-totemic'.
.1. Kist ards, Commissioner.
Commissioners Sale
---riiroway Circuit Coed, Kentucky.
John W stubbledeld, etc . Plaintiffs
ii." udgiIrent -
,Ilippme!mmemmisemliammor
Commissioners Sale'
Calloway Circuit Court, Kentucky
'I'. W, Bounden. Plaintiff.
Vs. Judgment.
ttetave Morris, et al . I iefendants.
14y t Irtue of a Judgment and Or
of Sale of the Calloway circuit
Mart rt nth-redid the August_tenn
thereof'. 11,16 in the above %MUSA jar
the purpose ordi% Isom,
snail proes+.1 to offur for sale at
the court house door Murray,
Kentucky to the Illeliect bitlitsr 0--
public auction on, the Rath day_ of 
sew. 1916, biases-en the howl' of 1:00
and 8:4104gelork Ht . being county
court day, upon a eredit six mouths
the following demerlbed property, or
1111101 the rty:4I. as tiiay be ileceass.
ry to sit left'
ment, sense lying In Ctallotir lay colts.
ty, Kentucky, tow it:
A part„of the northwest quarter of
section ar, townahlp 1, ralige 5 east,
and a part of the northeast otierter
of section 35 on the mouth side of sec.
Hon anti southeast corner of see-
non 86, beginning at • stake In the
eiipit I ((((( misty of the first natitud
quarter with gum and redossit for
pointers. thence south $4 degrees.
West 22i1 poles to a rock in a road.
thettee due south 704 poles to * reek
from which a maple bears north 26,11,
degree's, weed 24 links, containing'
10934 acres, more or less.
• For -the purchase _price, - put-
criaser
.
 with approved 'surety or se
',amities, must PIPCULt, bond, bearing
legal interest from the date of pale
until paid. and having the fore* and
ettect of a judgment. Bidders will
.1. D.-Bhrost; etc, Defendante. ,----i-be - prepared-fte--comply- promptly
 icy-Iliiiii-oTiTtiagni--*e-ri-t-Ttar-i Or- I with these terms. . . 4
containing 9634 acres, more or lee*. 
der of Sale of the Calloway circuit . J. A. Edwards. Commissioner.
. -
and being 'theland on which laid 7 
court. rendered at the August term
-• e - - 
. arild-deeil II rec )*".1144;1"1-1#141M" Clinle-' 
- Sheriff s Sak -F. till nor residesorded in commissioner's Deed Book- ite purpose of division. ' -
8. page 110: Calloway cennty clerk's 
I shall proceed to offer for sale at I .,-- _ --office-: except the following describ- 
the-court hinter door in Murray Ken- 1 m. c. miz ii pi • . 
ed land sold to T. J. Hensiee out of 
tucky, to the highest; bidder, at pub-
the northwest corner of the south'. lie 
auction, on the 2.1stli day of Sep-
-east quarter of ection26 township
tember, 11,116, between the hours of
e , aorta:.
Sheriffs Sale.
 ..ramr".11A1
N. L. Johnson et al lief ts. 
'north end of the east- half of the
northeast ivarter of leek.' '-'0.
Lid of the
Vo. —Judgment 
....________
ll, r. Reim, Plaintiff,
By virtue of a judgment dt-' 
townnhip 1, rabge 3 mit.
Circuit Court, in favor of D. C. 
credit of six months, bearing 6
Said sale will be made upon a
reeled to me, which issued from
Bean against N. li. Johnson and pay 
cent interest from date, withthe clerk's office of the Calloray
others, I, or one of thy deputiet, 
pthi,ley privilege of the purchaser to
will, on Monday, September 2A. 
cash on the day-atissile. or
019. ckbeat.wmee.n. anthde4,ohoculoresk of 10
p.m.. ', thereafter, and when payment
lit any time within six -months
is au made the interest on the
at the court house door in Mur- 
purchase price of Bale will cease.
ray. Calloway county, Ky., ex- 
The purchaser or purchasers will
be required to execute to the un-
- -
slile of the southeast quarter of
section 20, towhship I. terra
east and tto act.r_
dersigned, as executor of Sarah
M. Cochran, deceased, negotia-
ble notes or bonds for the pur-
chase price of the land bought
by them, with good and approv-
ed surety therein, which notes
l or bonds shall be secured by lien
upon the property sold. The un-
dersigned reserves the right to
reject any and all bids. Tract
:No. 1 of 61 acres and tract No.
2 of -10 acress will be sold as a
whole and tract No. 3 of 'JO ac-
res will be sold in two pace!'
and then as a whole and the
highest bid accepted.
Witness my hand this 17th l'ay
of August, 19i6.--t G. Ford; Ex-
ecutor of Sarah M.s.Cochran.
1-- Keys, Attorney's: - - -
Marleting Hogs
Beats burying them. Steve IL.)-
. ver, Mr. Pleasant, Iowa, writes;
;"Ccithmenced feeding my herd
of about 100 hogs B.. A. Thomas'
Hog Powder over two months
ago. ?ft were Tack and off
feed. Nearby herds had cholera.
I did not lore one—they are %ell
and growing fast"—Sexton Bros.
Colt Show and Sale.—We will
Len o'c ot e p. in. an 8.00 o clock p. hold our colt shows as follows:3. range 6 east, in Calloway county, By virtue of Execution No. Witness my hand this 5th day
Kentucky. bomided as follows: Coin- 
in., being county. court day, upon a For cur jack, Spanish Lee, at
mewing at a hickory, thence West credit of six months, the following 
September, 1916.
• W. A. PATTERSON, S. C. C.
7671 directed to me, which issu-
the rr sidence -of Ent -Grogan,William H Jones about 806 yardi to a blackjack described property, or as--much ed from the clerks office of the one-half mile touthof New Hope. ' thereof as may be necessary to Datil'. i Calloway Circuit Court in favorj thence north 800 yards to reloak coy- , , church, on the: fourth -SaturdayAttorney-at-Law ' ner. this same corner being it the ry time above named judgment, Walt: i Of M. C. Mizell against G. \V. Notice of Sale.
. northwest corner of F. P. Turner's 
Being 67 acres, beginiting 
lit a Groves, I or one of my deputies, By virtue of the will of Sarah 15 September at 2 o'clock. For
Office IN i,th -.--- , land, thence about 800 yards to a hickory, It being the southeast cor- .will, on Monday, September ,..0"7, M. Cochran,-deceased, 
which has 'our jack, Black Tom, at the sta. .
•
-
B. F. BERRY
DENTIST
Office Over Postofficc in Cit-
i:ens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26
Vs.—Execution
G. W. Groves, Defendant
pose to public sale, to the high-
est bidder, the following proper-
ty (or so much thereof as may
be necessary tor1/4satisfy plain-
tiff'p debt, intereet and cost) to-
wit:
15 acres of land off of the east
side of the following land viz:
Being 30 acres of land off of the
west side of the following de-
neribed land viv.:—Beginning at
the northeast corner of section
.18, township 2, range 4, east,
thence south 6 degrees 30 east,
66 poles and 5 links to a stake;
thence south 83 degrees 20. west.
167i poles to a stake;' thence
rth 6 degree 20 (1L_ 66_ Wes
and 5 links to the north rbou n d ry
line of the said quarter: thence
with Bali line to the beginning
corner, and containing 70 85-100
acres, and levied on as the prop-
erty of Garlin Dawson.
Terms: Sale will be made on
a credit of six month, bond with-
approved securety required, and
bearing interest at the rate of 6
per cent per annum from day of
sale, and having the force and
effect of a replevin bond.
been duly and regularly prohated bles,of Bob Laycock, near Shan- et
Turner corner, thence south to a 
poles west to a red oak, thence north 1916, between the hours of 10-
beginning, bounded On the south by
the ejost by th. lAndFor the purchase price- purchirtiriT 1---
time ewned 'Wm. Hensley, on thewith approved surety or .1HICUP Me, -
must execute bond, bearing twill in- 
north hylthe land of the Peter Stub.
sale mon blefleld heirs, and on the west byterest from the day
the lands of John liowhtt, being the' paid, and has lug the force and ef-
fect of a judgment. Bidders will 
south portion of the horthwestt quer-
be . prepared to comply promptly .
ter of section 21, township 1, range
&east.with these terms.
For th‘ purchase price, purchaserJ. A. Edwards. Commissioner.
Commissioners Sale
Commissioners Sale
Calloway Circuit Court, Kentucky
• •
I Calloway Circuit Court, Kentuc4:-
Susan Wells, et al., Plaintiffs. -- -
Vs. Judgment.
R. B. Lassiter, Plaintiff.
Vs. Judgment.
Murray Turner, etc., Isefendantit.
By virtue of a Judgment and Or-
der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the August term
thereof, 1916, in the above cause for
the purpose of payment of debts, am-
ounting to 14276.s-3 and trays est from
August 19,1916.- aadcosta herein ex-
pended.
I shall proceed to offer for sale- at
the court house door in 'Murray.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder at
public auetion on the 2.5th day of Sep-
tember, 1916, between the hours
of 1:00 and 3 :00 o'clock p. m., being
county court day. upon a_ crodit-
six Months, the following desc-ibeti
property, or so much thereof as sorq
-be necessary to satisfy the, above
judgment. same lying in Calloway
county. Kentucky. towit •
AU of a fraction of .1a-,c1 out of the
southwest corner .or the Coutliweet
quarter of section 20, township 3.
range 6 oat. and_ tsouirdeti and de-
scribed as feillows: Beginning at a
black jack Supposed to be the north-
west corner of the above .quarter.
said oak agreed on as the nOrti.west
corner, thence due too the south
west line corner, 'postoakt.' thence
east with said seetiom line tie) a post-
oak cornrir.at the southwest , corner
of T. P. Turner's land, thence north
about 100 hundred yards: thence
northwest t'it the begintir0;yeaSid
lasicl, containing '-io• aireS; jinn. or
taw lying and being-in Caljoway
'county. Kentucky; and is-corded In
Deed Rpok la, page
county dc' k's tiffice.•
Also another tract of
ed by. being
isontheast gluon-ft. 3.-)t
887, Calloway
land describ-
partite! the
sectlois
issw"}iip''1  'ran 14 *heti -lyiv southeast- earses_tit najlaev=1.-*4-24 and Mayrieid rostk---VA Kir k-
Ara-north tt: a t..443e, the est t- corner land: 
terms and price. tee or write A._,
4S:13Talock, Almo, Rt. Z. 7Z712'"
, -
Billie Wells. et al, Defendant..
By virtue of a Judgment and Or-
der of Sale of the Ca:loway circuit
court, rendered at the. August term
thereof, 1916, ir. the above cause for
the purpose of division.
I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the court house door in Murray
Kentucsy, to the highest bidder at
.public ancti.m. on the 25th day of 
By virtue of a Judgment and Or-
September. 1916,1Yetireen the liZurs 
der of Sale of the Calloway. Circuit
of 1:00 O'61.ock .p. in. and 3:00 o'clock 
Court. rendered at the August term
p. in.. being county court day, upon. 
thereof, 191.1 in the above cause for
a .credit Of six mouths. the following.. , _
the purpose of paying debt amount-
described property, eras much there- • 
ing to trit‘ftfittand interest from Au-
of as may be heeessisay-to-sati-t*Iie - etidl 19' 
1916, and costs herein expend-
above named judgment. eowit: . •
All ot the southeast quarter of see- 
11,11111 proceed to Pier for sale at
. tii.in 3-5. township 3. rang. 5, . ,et. et- 
the 'cell, t bote.e door in Murray. Ken-
c,.1," that cart so!frktui allottett to 1.,.. 
tiicky. to the highest bidder at pub-
, 
ilicwratlit.4t6on on the 25tli day Of Seinen'.
between the hours of 100
• l', Chandler by th.. commissioner of
the Calloway' county our a d also
except:lot? ;scres off ofetret.no irti b 
iiidof tile land- temainIngafter the allot- of 6 164,11tt s: the following descrlh-
. 0_, '01,•ck p. m.. and 3:00 o'clock p. m..
ber,,g county court day, upon a credit
ment G. E. -P. Chandl. r. whit% ..10.1
acr.s was allotted to Susan Wells as may 
ed property. or act much thereof ar
&TYher dower in the latid....s../ .101111 G.
Also, a '.12-acre tract of land srip.p;4--' 
Saints being the north' one half of Terms:
ay county, Ky.
to satisfy the
Sale will be made on
' weiii.. deCeased. - above 'lamed judgment, towit:
'tie half of 'the northwest
ed t“ be 44) acre 
",."f the
 s°"t"eas! quarter Of section 30. township Srcomer."( the legumes', quarter or 
the
"" 
a credit of six months, bond with
seetbrri :14, township :1;range ',; east. 
4 st containing 40aires, more 
approved security required, bear-
. knoatvas lot No. 7 in the dit Won. of (411:1..11.eg 
..a
. 
ing interest at the rate of six
the lands of W. 1,4,,, Barnett.' dezea's- r r the- purchase -price., 
per annum from day of
ed. and front IdOestate ht poi lr- 
par. per cent 
izabeth Snalley. same hef4 heired by 
chaser tlitli aPprosed surety orsecuri- sale, and having the force and
Nanny E. Ivey in a division of 1:4:tilei 
al interest from the day of sale until
ties. must eXecute bond, bearing leg- ettect of a replivin bond.
Witness
of Ccill;way Barnett, -ltececT,ed:. 
 my hand, this 6th day'
*,..o_ofpatadfitt.adndgmhertavti7 tiihieddef rerse4ainickib:ffpecrrt September, 1916.
botinded as follows:* Beginning  sr, 4-
pct.; oaks about .the center
W. A. PAITERSON, S.C.C.'
.(if 
said ,pa, reg to:eomply proniptly with these
ms-eptarter s ction. thence .outli 'us
• .1. A. Edward& Commissioner.the elLA line of thotiss 1-8 acre tra_ca'
of land, lleired by C'alloway liartitt
•iet No.  6 in tile ''clivisiOns of W. It. , 
I will hold my annual colt show
' liatpett, deceased. _to u black,iiske 
September
toe 41 tilt net se •tioh therme7east 
miles west 
the third SatUrday in
'los black Iiiks and a hickory the 
amthles ov:ce7:ck at my home four
of Murray, on Murray
with approved surety or securities,
must execute bond, bearing legal in-
terest from the act- of sale until
paid, and having the force and ef-
fect of a judgment. Bidder will be
Iftetniireel to comply promptly with
theme terms.
J. A. Edwards, Commissioner.
Commissioners Sale
• •
Calloway Circuit Curt, Kentacky
atizen.s Bank. etc., Plaintiffs.
VS. Judgment.
M. Edwards. etc.. Defendants.
•
o'clock a. m., and 4 o'clock p.m.,
at the court house door in Mur-
I .
5.110•••1111111
•
•
4.
For Sale.-47-acre farm, well
improved sind in high state of
cultivation; located 6 miles north
of Murray; 5-room house, other
improvements good, fine water,
good young orchard, 7 acres in
timber, 34 acres in grass. For
. _ •
by the Calloway County Court
at its regular April term, 1916.
y, Calloway county, Ky.-5-ex- , and in now recorded in Will Book
pose to public sale, to the • . 'E, page 85, in-the Calloway coun-
st bidder, the following prcip_-
jugh
clerk's office, thi—undiiiirgned,_
erty (or so much thereof as may latr-executeir-Of-entd Sarah -M.
be necessary to satisfy plaintiff's! Cochran's estate, on Monday,
debt, interst and costs) to-wit:
Known as a part of the east
half of the northwest quarter of
section 7. township 3, range 6,
east; beginning at the corner of
section 7, on Marshall and Cal-
loway county line at the north-
west corner of the northeast
quarter of section 7, thence 63i
poles south, thence east paralell
with the county line across said
above named quarter continuing
on east across the northwest
quarter of section 8 to the east
boundary line of said quarter,
thence north 65ii poles to the
county line, thence west with
the county line to the beginning;
except 10 acres, more or less,
across the west end sold to W.
M. Berry, also about 20 acres
sold to Wesley Parish; contain-
ing about 88 acres. more or less;
and this tract containing about
:non, on fifth Saturday in Sep- •
tember at 2 o'clock. On -the ilfth
4'Saturday les? will offer tor sale
i Black Tom and also Favorite 
Civek NO."39163. We' horse and
jack are too-weft'-known to nee --
commen:. These animals will
hSeptember 25, 1916, at about thee sod at auction to the highest
Nader on a cridit of 12 months #hour of 1:00 p. M., will sell at
public auction to the highest and at 6 per cent interest. Or will
best _bidder, at the north door_of t rade_either orheth-for livestock.
the court house in Murray, Cat- Attend thesecolt shows and this
loway county, Kentucky, the N. sale. Will also have several mule
lowing described real estate,- to- colts for sale at the Laycock
1' show.—J. 1'. Hurt and Son. 972'wit:
acres off the east side of Catarrh Cannot be Cured
the northeast quarter of section with Local Applications, as t,ley20, township 1, range 3 east, cannot reach the seat of the disease.
bounded as follows: Beginning catarrh is a blood or constitutional .
at the northeast corner of said disease, stild in order to cure it you
quarter section, thence__west 61
rods, thence south 160 rods,
thence east 61 rods, thence north
160 rods to the beginning. con-
taining 61 acres.
Also a part of a 100 acre tract
of land off of the east side of
the Brush quarter of land willed
to Sallie J. Paschall by John
Boyd, deceased, and being apart
of the southwest quarter of sec-
58 20, township 1, range 3 east,acres, more or less, and all of
and being 90 acres described bysaid land being east of the old
Murray and Aurora road. Same beginning at the southeast cor-
levied upon as the land of G. W. nor of A. J. Cochran's 30 acre
tract on quarter section line. andGroves, the same being the land
bought by him from W. W. Mor being 48 poles south of the north--
ris, which is supposed to be east corner of said quarter sec-88.
acres, more or less: thirty acres tion, thence west with A. .1.
Cochran's south line 100 poles,across the west end of same hay-
thence south 64 oohs, thenceing been conveyed. All of said
land lying and being in Callow- east 100 poles to quarter section
line, thence north with said line
64 poles to the begibning.
Also 80 acres off of the ens
—the only line
operating solid
thrcugh traias
roin Memphis
to Texas.
, L. C 1311 • , %
must take internal remedies.  Hall's _
Cattarrh Cure- Is taken internally
and acts directly on the blond and
mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is not a quack medicine. It
was prescribed by one of the best
physicians in this,country for years
and is a regular prescription. It is
composed of the best tonics known,
combined with the best blood pull- lir
Set's, acting directly on the mucous
surfaces. The perfect eombitlatiou
lot the two ingredients is what pro-
duces 'inch wonderful tesults in cur-
ing Catarrh:- Send for testimonials
free.
J. CHENEY A.CO.:.!_lok.do,
Sold by all druggist. 7f4f.
Take Hall's Family Pills-for colt-
t pation.
For Sale.-68 acre improved
farm, 8 miles east of Paris,
Tenn., near Porters. Five-room
frame house, barn, stables, new
fences: near school, church and
mill. A bargain at $1,250. Write
or call on R. L. Niehols, Paris,
t Tenn., Route 5. •
eras
Quickr.rt train Memphis to Dallas;
Cotton Belt Route all the way; no
change of cars. Leaves Memphis 10:10
p.m. Arrives Dallas 1 1:50 a. 'tn. next
morning, Ft. Worth' 1:25 V.- in.
Cotton Belt Route morning train to Teva., le.% es kieziAts.9i4O a. tn. Trasas from southeast conre.t at Ms
Low faros to Takes, Louisiana, OidailemsPaiserfc7 Arm, $3 Todd Builduq,
•0
••••
•
OOP
